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PRESS:
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9

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

(Gavel).

This Land Use Committee meeting

11

of June 27th, 2005 is now in session.

12

us this morning Members Michelle Anderson, Jo Anne

13

Johnson, Dain Kane, Danny Mateo, Mike Molina, and

14

Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.

15

Tavares, and Mr. Hokama will be joining us later.

16
17

ITEM NO.4:

We have with

Excused is Charmaine

COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT AND CHANGE IN
ZONING FOR 196-UNIT SINGLE-FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION (HALIIMAILE)
(C.C. No. 00-86)

18
19
20

CHAIR CARROLL:

first item on our

22

196-unit s

23

(Haliimaile) .

25

f

Land Use Item LU-4

P an Amendment and

21

24

we have before us,

Members, this

in

residential subdivision

The Committee is in receipt of the following:
County Communication No. 00-86 from the Planning
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1

Director transmitting a request from Mercer K.

2

Vicens, A & B Properties, Incorporated, for a

3

Community Plan Amendment and Change of Zoning to

4

develop 196-unit single-family lot subdivision

5

lot residential subdivision on 45 acres, a 10-acre

6

park and drainage retention basin and sewer

7

treatment facility on 7.994 acres located in

8

Haliimaile, Maui; correspondence dated May 26, 2005

9

from the Department of Corporation Counsel
the following bills:

a revised

10

transmitt

11

proposed bill entitled "A Bill for an Ordinance to

12

Amend the Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan and

13

Land Use Map from Single-Fami

14

from Park to Single-Fami

15

Agricultural to Public/Quasi-Public for Property

16

Situated at Haliimaile, Maui, Hawaii"; and a revised

17

proposed bill entitled "A Bill for an Ordinance to

18

Change Zoning from Interim District to R-1

19

Residential District and PK-1 Ne

20

Dis rict

2

at Haliimaile

Residential, and from

Pa

for P

(Conditional
Maui

Residential to Park,

Situated

Hawaii.

Members last met on this item at the Hannibal

2

23

Tavares Community Center in Pukalani on June 15th,

24

2002.

25

the following:

Since the meeting, the Committee has received
correspondence dated June 16th from
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1

the applicant's consultant confirming the

2

applicant's concurrence to the Department's latest

3

affordable housing recommendation that 15 percent of

4

the proposed total units be affordable to those

5

earning between 100 and 120 percent of median

6

income; correspondence dated June 16th, 2005 from

7

the applicant's Manager of Construction to the

8

Director of Water Supply noting the Department's

9

concern with the preliminary Kaluanui Well site

10

identified by A & B and confirming that the

11

applicant will continue to work with the Department

12

of Water Supply to evaluate alternative well sites

13

and identify a mutually agreeable source of water;

14

and correspondence dated June 24th, 2005 from the

15

applicant's Manager of Construction transmitting

16

correspondence dated June 23rd, 2005 from Julian

17

responding to the Director of Public Works and

18

Environmental Management's concerns with respect to

19

the

Members

20
21

test

22

test

23

traffic

MS. NAKATA:

f

I'm

and we will
is now open.

is.
ng

to
from there.

c

Publi

Ms. Nakata.

Yes, Mr. Chair, we have two members of the

24

public signed up to testify on this item.

25

is Thomas M. Cook, to be followed by Glenn Shepherd.
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6

CHAIR CARROLL:

And as you're coming up,

anyone that has

2

any pagers or cell phones, please put them on the

3

silent mode.

4

minutes, with one minute to conclude.

5

state your name at the microphone.

And please

.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

6
7

For the testifiers, you have three

MR. COOK:

Thank you, Chairman.

Thank you, Council, for

8

the opportunity to

9

testimony in support of this.

look at -- this is

I

10

huge.

11

open spaces, you couldn't find a better place to add

12

on for some residential housing.

13

passionate that the community is really under a lot

14

of duress right now because our friends,

15

and our employees cannot afford to live here, okay.

16

This is

I'm

testimony.

if you look at Haliimaile, wide

I feel very

our fami

You have the power right now that's

fu1

17

lighting a fuse to the first of many housing

18

developments, okay.

19

issue.

20

There's

2

issues to address.

22

creative

23

passionate.

24
25

Traffic's always going to be an

Water s

to be an
t

be 3

di ferent

you

se be persistent

ssue.

11

e be

and also be

There's way too many

who are los

losing where they live because they rent.
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legitimately by the

1

home is being sold by

2

who own it and now they're faced with paying twice

3

the rent, okay.

4

employees, that that's happening to.

5

to the housing inventory now, and it's a long

6

process to go through the infrastructure, the roads,

7

the water, the sewer, et cetera.

I know several people, friends and
You must add

8

A & B is not the evil empire, okay.

9

guys are trying really hard and they've been real

10

patient with this project.

11

request the appropriate things for the community.

12

But let's be smart and allow this to go forward,

13

please.

14

I mean, ask and

That's it.

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

applicant

16

Anderson.

17

Please,

These

Thank you.

[si

?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

questions for the

Ms. Johnson,

Ms.

followed

Thank you, Tom, for coming today.

18

I know that you've been on the Maui Nui Housing Task

19

Force

20

us, obvious

and because these

ications come before

all have the same concern,
that are

homes for individuals

2

s

How do we ensure that

within our

22

I

23

and how do you think this project, because you're so

24

supportive of it, how do you think that that ensures

25

that these homes will not be going to people that
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1

2

8

are from elsewhere?
MR. COOK:

I think by having a sincere dialogue with the

3

guys doing it.

I mean these are all local boys who

4

are here talking to you.

5

Alexander & Baldwin has the Board of Directors in

6

the mainland, et cetera, et cetera.

7

convey to them,

8

you get the majority of these homes to local people,

9

we're going to be smiling and welcoming you back.

Now, granted there's

If you can

look, we're going to pass this.

10

If they

11

stuff, you're

12

in the foot because we're watching what you do.

flipped and it's a bunch of speculative
you know,

you're shooting yourself

That's what I think you can do,

13

If

Jo Anne,

is

14

hold them accountable, but not through a bunch of

15

regulatory stuff.

16

and hold them accountable.

17

it's all speculative, okay, they're not welcome

18

back.

19

a huge

20

the communit

y and a
to
And I

best

They have

responsibil

true to the

now

0

rit of

feel that that sincere

is the

ion.
You know, you can't

23

If they get flipped and

You're not going to believe them.

21
22

We can track who gets those homes

slate

slate people to do the right thing,

You

24

can t

25

sometimes you have to operate with a certain degree
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1

of trust.

Look them in the eye and say, okay, this

2

is why we're supportive and find out what they do.

3

So that's my two cents.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

MR. COOK:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

10

Ms. Anderson.

Thanks for coming.

You talked

about people losing their rental housing.

How do

you see this project providing any rental hous
MR. COOK:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

Hi, Tom.

Hi.

11

14

Thank you.

?

I don't.
Thank you.

Any further questions for the testifier?

IVlr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Good afternoon, Tom.

16

Thank you for

17

Question.

18

scaled to accommodate 7,500 to 1,100 square feet --

19

not 1 100

20

the lot

21

condition

there there's no ohanas, but if ohanas

22

were built

will that satisfy some of the so-called

23

rental -- affordable rental

24

on J'.1aui County?

25

MR. COOK:

In regards to the lot size, it has been

11,000 and

ohana units can be built.

I believe it would,

~~LPH

at the size of

500.
I

there'

we do have here

I mean, any time you have
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1

that additional units available.

2

using -- of

3

community don't sell ourselves short in the long

4

haul in what we provide to the people.

5

like Pukalani Terrace is larger lots.

6

has its place, but

7

hopefully if we can get into a little momentum where

8

the developers don't have to wait as long for the

9

approvals and they're a little more willing to, you

r lots.

I'm an advocate of

I'm hoping that we as a

You know,
Zero-lot line

lots, contrary -- and

the

10

know, work with the community and we can

11

high density where it's appropriate and the bigger

12

lots where it's appropriate, and an ohana can

13

obviously help both to pay the mortgage and to

14

provide housing for friends,

15

need it.

16

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.

indust

20

bui

2

your test

22

your experience

and people who

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chair.
you re in the

Good afternoon, Tom

19

23

Thank you.

family,

as a contract

and

mention in
From

about
does

how much

have on the

ces of homes

do
especial

24

in the category for the so-called affordable hous

25

priced homes?
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1

MR. COOK:

This is just my gut feeling.

I've done my own

2

little pie chart of like the cost,

3

as a third.

4

affordabil

5

the thing that -- you know, and I believe in a free

6

market and if people can spend the million dollars

7

for a home,

8

there's

all of our working families can

a

9

quarter

you know, a $250,000 quality home.

If we

10

it can be as much

I think the biggest thing that impacts
is speculation.

Okay,

speculation is

I think it's a good thing, as long as

can have both -- best of both worlds,

it's great.

The entitlement process is what is, to me, as

11

12

far as a regulatory thing.

The building permits,

13

it's not that bad.

14

broken, but, you know,

15

great people to work with.

16

entitlement.

17

again, don't pave the island.

18

You know, but if you can free up a lot more

19

residential property

20

over the next 20 years it's there and it's

21

be

22

effect and

23

sale and it just

24

hollow tile house,

25

you know,

The Water Department is pretty
Land Use and Codes, they're
So it's really the

If you can free up enough land

and

Don't give it away.

even if people know that

on the market

to

that can have a

away from this

there s two items for

s bid up to a st
$500,000

level.

you could do it for,

80 grand.
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That's -- but it's because there's nothing

1

even just

2

available.

So if you can defuse that

3

publicly stating that the community plan where it's

4

zoned for residential, you know, that those are

5

going to start being zoned and implement

6

that will sort of

7

to wait.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

Chairman.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

people will go,

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

okay,

g

I'm

Thank you,

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, thank you.

Mr. Cook, good afternoon.

12

then

I

can hear your

13

passion, you know, in supporting affordable housing

1

availabil

15

has been involved in various processes in addressing

16

the needs for affordable housing in the County,

17

would you have an idea of what actually is

18

affordable in terms of dollars and cents?

9

your

throughout the County.

As someone who

Tell me

feel
feel

i

basical

200 to 250 be

on

20

COOK:

21

the

22

and that's sort of -- I draw that conclusion from

23

what

24

advantages

25

advantages of tax deductions and there's other kind

you know

as far as like affordable

can afford to pay for rent.
home owner

And the

does have the
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1

of back end things that will help people be able to

2

afford it, but I feel that we can build quality

3

homes for $200,000.
And that if the

4

that Maui has enough land
that if the

5

and it's still a small enough commun

6

developers can be

7

affordability is to grant the deve

8

entitlements so that they can build the commercial,

9

the mixed use community, and make tons of money on

a good way to fund,

to me, the
the

10

that and they need housing for their employees

11

around it, so it's a win-win.

12

interest.

It's in their best

13

But if you're going to ask somebody for

14

something, it's a lot easier for them to be generous

15

if you're giving them a lot at the same time.

16

if it's just always little in dribbles, you

17

the same token if a developer knows that there's a

18

positive working relationship and there's more to

9

come

to be in their interest to

it's

forever and

for

20

ball.

21

it s the

22

real

23

step up to the

24

mean that's just my -- you know, as a

25

But

But if

know

one

you can't
to

blame them sometimes for like not want

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

and

half of it away.

Yeah, thank you very much.
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1

Mr. Cook, had you had the opportunity of talking

2

story with A & B?

3
4

MR. COOK:

Just casually.

relationship with them whatsoever.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

think --

7

MR. COOK:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

I don't have any formal

Have you mentioned to them what you

I lobbied them very hard.

further questions for the testifier?

Seeing none.

11

MR. COOK:

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

MS. NAKATA:

14

MR. SHEPHERD:

Okay, thank you very much.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Ms. Nakata.

The next testifier is Glenn Shepherd.
Mr. Chairman, Council Members, do you think

15

we could have the proposer give his pitch before we

16

say anything?

17

that we regret.

In other words, we don't know what

18

they propose

until they say it, and I

19

you in all honesty that I -- the

20

up here are apropos.

2

You ve

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

MR. SHEPHERD:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

Because we might be saying something

can't tell

that I bring

Do you think it s possible?

the horse before the cart here.
Usual

we have a presentation

I know it's
Since this is a reconvening, while a new

meeting because we couldn't recess and come back,
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1

already the presentations have been made and that's

2

why we didn't have a presentation today.

3

have two more departments to hear from,

4

why we didn't have a presentation from the developer

5

or from the department today.

6

MR. SHEPHERD:

We only
and that's

I suggest to you that you revise your

7

procedures so that we can see what they're propos

8

and then we can make our suggestions, not after the

9

fact.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

In every other case we did this except for

11

today because this is a reconvening of the hearing

12

that's why.

13

MR. SHEPHERD:

We already had them come before us.
I ' l l go ahead and say

This kind of smells.

14

my pitch, knowing full well what I'm s

15

to say may not be appropriate.

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

MR. SHEPHERD:

going

ng

Proceed, and we'll start you r

now.

Here's my inappropriate comments.

The

18

previous member up here of the community told you

19

that he couldn't think of a better

20

hous

21

to have a hous

22

here

23

class

24

lands.

25

again,

deve

nt.

think

I can t
nt.

deve

P-.nd it's patent

a worse

There s two studies
e those lands as

the State \'>lhich des
number 1, can't

to have

any better
stupid

let me say that

stupid, to put housing developments on top of
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1

the best agricultural land you have.

2

to regret it.

3

regret it.

You're going

Future generations are going to

Everybody's going to regret it.

Does A & B have other lands to go to to do

4
5

their developments?

Certainly they do.

They've got

6

a whole bunch of them, but they've got one here that

7

they can take to the bank and hurry, and of course

8

all the developers and the contractors and everybody

9

are clicking their heels in the air saying, wow, we

10

got another one we can bank.

11

you put this thing on the hook and let them bring it

12

up at a later date after we know what they're going

13

to do.

14

State, and the State and the County have both

15

professed that they want to preserve and

16

agricultural lands.

17

preserving agricultural lands by any means.

18

you kindly.

19
20
21

But remind you, there are two studies by the

CHAIR Cf".RROLL

ect

This is not protecting or

Thank you.

Thank

stions for the testifier?

Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

22

B or

23

Or should it go

24

ones

25

I submit to you that

MR. SHEPHERD:

Do you think that all A

lands should be pre

all

fit?

a process to determine whi

No, it should go through a process, and
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1

there may be some situations where, oh, we got to

2

put the -- put the sewer line through here, we got

3

to put the waterline through here, something like

4

that, but to plaster over housing developments on

5

class A agricultural lands is just plain insane.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. SHEPHERD:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

Just insane.

MR. SHEPHERD:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

Any further questions for the testifier?

Hearing none.

10

12

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

Do we

to hear A & B now?

We are going to proceed and we're going to

hear from some of the departments.
MR. SHEPHERD:

Thank you.

Absolutely dumb.
.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

14
15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

MS. NAKATA:

17

testi

Ms. Nakata.

Mr. Chair, no one else has signed up to
on this item.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Is there anyone in the gallery that wishes

19

to testi

20

there's anyone that cannot stay that wishes to

21

testi

22

Conditional Permit for Maui Ocean Breezes Bed and

23

Breakfast, LU-41, if you cannot wait, you can

24

testimony on that now, but I will be open

25

testimony at the time we hear that item.

on this item at this time?

on our next

And if

which is a
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1

anyone wish to give testimony at this time on either

2

item?

3

Public testimony is now closed.

If not, we will close testimony on LU-4.

Members, with us today we have Planning

4
5

Director Michael Foley; Ann Cua, Planner, Department

6

of Planning; Milton Arakawa, Director of Public

7

Works; from the Police Department we have Mr.

8

Fontaine; from the Fire Department, Lieutenant Scott

9

English; Alice Lee is not in the room at this time,

10

but she is on call.

11

And we have Corporation Counsel with us,

12

Faulkner, the Project Manager for the applicant, and

13

other representatives of the applicant.

14

She will come up when needed.
also Jeff

When we had our last meeting there were two

15

departments left to give testimony before this

16

Council.

17

is the Department of Police.

18

come down.

19

to make it now, Mr. Fontaine?

o
21

The first one we would like to hear from

Do you have any statement you would like

Thank
o have an

If Mr. Fontaine could

Chairman.
proces

We've been fortunate

of

at this with

22

the -- when this project

23

reviewed it.

24

which we had which we addressed with the

25

ear

And, you know

up and
the

real concern

on was the location of the park up near close
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1

to the road,

2

know, having kids and that kind of thing playing in

3

that park along that roadway.

4

but that was later addressed in a subsequent

5

conversation of how that would be -- able to set

6

that back and making sure that we had enough

7

distance between the road.
So that be

8

9

and we had some concerns about, you

That was an issue,

an issue, also the issue of

installing a traffic light on that Haliimaile Road

10

and Haleakala Highway,

11

traffic going up and down the mountain, but the

12

traffic light,

13

subdivision goes in, will more than likely be a

14

necessity because of the amount of vehicular traffic

15

that we're going to be taking a look at coming in

16

and out of that area, which will be increased.

17

how that would

the

I think ultimately when that

Those are the two big things that we were

18

concerned about, you know,

19

in case a car ran off the road, that kind of t

20

or

you know, balls

21

but from

sa

of the park users

out on the road from
at it and

22

& B about those issues

23

underst

24

comfortable with that.

25

right now with the project.

we ve come to an

of how that would work and we feel
So that's where we stand
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1

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Before I open the floor to the

2

Members,

3

that came out of the last meeting

4

this project -- there is a motion to approve, to

5

have an amendment to where the traffic intersection

6

of Haliimaile Road and Haleakala Highway,

7

would have to be in place before the certificate of

8

occupancy.

9

the Members.

I would like to say that one of the things
and I intend if

the light

Having said that, the floor is open to

10

COONCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Mr. Chairman.

Ms. Michelle Anderson.
I believe there's already a

13

condition attached that says that construction of

14

homes shall not commence until a traffic signal is

15

installed -- and I think you need to correct this,

16

it says, in operation at the intersection of

17

Haliimaile Road and Haleakala Highway.

18

supposed to read and

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

I think it's

ional.

That is the amendment I intend to propos

20

if this project -- someone makes a motion to

21

on the floor

2

that time.

23

it

I intend to propose an amendment at

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well

what I'm tell

you is

24

this is already a condition attached to the project

25

from the Planning Commission and Planning
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3

21

Department.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Yes, and that's the one that I was going

to propose an amendment to amend that condition.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

condition?

6
7

8
9

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

Oh, you want to amend the

Yes, when we reach that point in time, if

we reach that point in time.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And you want to amend it what

way, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR CARROLL:

Right now the condition is to -- let's

11

see, that the construction of homes shall not

12

commence until the traffic signal be installed and

13

operational at the intersection of Haliimaile Road

14

and Haleakala Highway prior, and I intend to

15

was going to have an amendment that would read that

16

a traffic signal shall be installed and operational

17

at the intersection of Haliimaile Road and Haleakala

18

Highway prior to the issuance of any certificate of

19

occupancy.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So, in other words

2

need the traffic s

22

commences, only before

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

I

don'

before construction
move in?

Yes, and that was from the Department,

24

Mr. Freddie Cajigal, and that is the amendment that

25

I was going to propose.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

I see.

Thank you.

other questions for the Police at this

3

time?

And we can always bring him back afterwards.

4

Excuse me.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, with regard to the project

6

that's just immediately across the street, which is

7

an active agricultural operation, I know that when

8

we were on site there wasn't a huge amount of

9

activity going on, but then as we were leaving a lot

10

of the gentlemen that were working in that

11

operation, they started to leave and I found

12

myself -- there wasn't a real good line of sight

13

distance in some of those areas.

14

towards I think the Haleakala Highway side, but do

15

you have any comments about the ongoing

16

operation and potential conflicts or line of sight

17

distance with regard to a large number of families

18

moving into that area and possible conflicts with

19

the ag operation as it is now?

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

2

MR. FONTAINE

It was more

Mr. Fontaine.
Councilwoman,

I

t

think so

of homes that we re

with the
about

22

amount of dens

23

that the

24

talking about putting in something like 5,000 homes

25

or something like that where we would have, you

is

to be as such.
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a lot of people coming through

1

know, a lot of

2

where, you know, you're looking at, you know, a lot

3

of cars coming in and out of there during a

4

commut

5

become a factor.

6

are being proposed in this,

7

it's going to be where everybody's going to be

8

leaving their home at the same time.

9

there will be, sure, a rush hour.

period of time, absolute

,that would

But with the number of homes that
I don't really see that

You know,

There will be a

10

period of time when people are going to be coming to

11

and from work, but, you know, typically agricultural

12

operations start early in the morning, workers go

13

out in the field and that kind of thing early, and

14

usually come back usually in the early afternoon.

15

And if everyone worked a basic 9:00 to 5:00 job, I

16

think you'll have some offset there where that's not

17

really going to be an impact.

18

COUNC LMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, and then, you know, because

19

I think of the kids

20

ng to school

on the school bus and

did the studies or any

ind of I

21

guess review of the interaction between the t

22

of when the school bus comes and when it drops of

23

in the afternoon, did you look at the timing with

24

regard to the agricultural operations or are they

25

off -- you know, like, in other words, if the school
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1

bus is arriving and all the people are coming in,

2

just -- you know, was that looked at?

3

MR. FONTAINE:

I

look at the school

We did not specifical

4

bus drop off and where those school bus stops would

5

be necessari

6

That wasn't something that we

7

but we could address.

8
9

that would be servicing that area.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

fical

looked at

Yeah, and that, Mr. Chair, would

be something that I

just simply for timing purposes,

10

because you don't want them interacting -- I'm

11

concerned about the safety of the kids principally,

12

and if there's no conflict with the time, you know,

13

if the workers come in earlier, then the kids are

14

actually getting on the bus.

15

if that could be verified through another source,

16

you know, that would be really

17

18

MR. FONTAINE:

ant to me.

Well, the good thing about this subdivision

is the way that it's setback from the road.

9

not

o

There

s a setback

22

you know

reviewed

the plan that
else that's

and eve

that

You're

then homes immediat

the road

21

23

I would just -- even

within the subdivisions

bus company will

on.

So

you

1 into the subdivis on and

24

have designated stops, you know, within the

25

subdivision.
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1

I would imagine, although I can't say for

2

certain, that there would probably be, you know,

3

maybe two or three stops that would happen along the

4

way within that subdivision to pick up kids.

5

think the bus traffic is going to be located within

6

the subdivision itself.

7

Haliimaile Road.

8

subdivision where the bus will come in.

And you're

9

not going to have that through traffic.

Any traffic

It's not going to be out on

It's going to be inside of the

interacting with

10

that's going to be happening

11

that school bus will be the residents.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So I

Okay.

And I'd just, you know,

13

like to hear comments, then, Mr. Chair, from the

14

Department, if they have any information too, and

15

Planning, about the potential conflicts, roadway

16

width, and that type of thing and what kind of

17

you'd be looking at.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Any further
?

Hi

Ms. Anderson.

Fontaine.

Thanks for

Were you able to look at the traffic repo

21
that we

22

FONTAINE:

an
I have not

23

~1R.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

Thank you.

questions for the Police

19

s

Do you have a copy?

on June 23rd?
en that one

no, ma'am.

Maybe Ms. Cua can provide you.
I'm wondering for a -- I
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1

want your opinion.

2

need to look at this.

3

dwelling units there will be 83 cars exiting

4

Haliimaile, and I'm not sure, because it doesn't say

5

if they're exiting onto Haliimaile Road, exiting

6

onto Haleakala Highway from Haliimaile Road, but

7

just from your experience, do you feel that, you

8

know, for 148 homes that only 83 people

9

cars will be leaving in the morning from 148 homes?

10
11

CHAIR CARROLL:

So I guess you really don't even
It does say that for 148

Mr. Fontaine.

You want a few minutes to

look at that?

12

MR. FONTAINE:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

If I could, sir.
While Mr. Fontaine is looking at that, I'm

14

going to call a very short recess.

15

(Gavel) .

16

RECESS:

17

RECONVENE:

18

CHlUR CARROLL:

19
20

or 83

2:08 p.m.
2:14 p.m.

(Gavel).

This Committee of June 27th is

now back in session.
MR. FONTAINE:

Thank you

Mr. Fontaine.
Chairman.

had an

I

now to review this

21

Recess.

e on

and looking at the numbers

that s
they're

22

dated June 23

23

t

24

at a specific

25

typically I go by the gauge of two and a half cars

about

you

the traffic
hour of being 107.
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1

per household as being a good average.

So if you

2

take, you know, that number of 148 units and look at

3

the number of vehicles, that number that's being

4

projected, that traffic generated under, to me would

5

seem at a peak hour to be a little low.
You know, however, I think it's also

6
7

important to realize that from my understanding with

8

this development is that this would be single fami

9

homes and that the -- through the process of CC&Rs

10

and other restrictions that there would be a limit

11

on the number of rental units that would be there,

12

if any, if I'm understanding correctly in terms of

13

building ohanas, that kind of thing and doing

14

renters, which typical

15

people living in the home greater than the average

16

of,

17

average.

draw, you know, mult

say, two and a half vehicles per home on an

So if everything stays true to form in terms

18

f what the intent of this deve

19

families

I think we're

nt is to
to be

20

s

21

the traffic.

22

think overall

23

be a deal killer in this particular situation.

it is a little low

Eve

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

ith

the overall impact is not

Mr. Fontaine.

Thank you.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

You said that you think it's a

2

little low,

They're showing for 148

3

dwelling units they're showing 83 cars exiting in

4

the morning.

5

house, and we all know that both parents work in

6

Maui County and generally t

7

because they're going in different directions.

8
9

MR. FONTAINE:

83 cars.

That's not even one car for every

drive separate cars

Well, I think it's important to realize

that this is only for the peak hour and not

10

everybody will be

11

you're gonna have people leaving at varying times.

12

You're not going to have everybody leaving at 8:00

13

o'clock in the morning.

14

of people that do leave at 8:00 in the morning, but

15

you'll have other people who work in Lahaina,

16

example, that are going to be living there and may

17

have to do a commute and leave at 6:00 o'clock in

18

the morning.

19

about here is specifical

20

at the same time.

There may be a good number

for that a.m.

there may be a

22

cars that will be

over.

23

will go up and

wil

es, 20 minutes before the hour there wil

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
question.

R~LPH

hour,
that hour,

15

25

for

So the number that they're talking

21

24

So

be

So it's not the flag
leave.

, let me ask you one more

If -- if there were two cars per
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1

household, we'd be looking at 296 cars that this

2

project would generate.

3

roadway as it's currently configured in Haliimaile

4

can handle another 200

5

without having to have any -- having the roadway

6

widened or any mitigation measures at all on that

7

small, narrow road?

8

9

MR. FONTAINE:

Well,

Do you think that small

rather almost 300 cars

for the road itself,

again,

you're

having these vehicles leave not all at the same

10

time.

11

couple of hours or two or three hours that people

12

are going to be doing a drive commute.

13

biggest issue which was addressed is the traffic

14

light and having the cars piling up at that

15

intersection of Ha1eakala and having long delays

16

because of the amount of traffic coming down

17

Haleakala Highway would be a concern, and if anyone

18

that lives in that subdivision having to

19

from that road and mak

You're looking over a period of maybe a

20

I think the

out

a left-hand turn to,

ry would be an issue.

But there are

21

othe

22

Baldwin Avenue and go up

23

a number of ways that a person could make the

24

commute if they had to go up.

25

ways

00

from that road.

say,

You could go down to
Makawao.

There are

I think having the -- you know, the traffic
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1

light at that intersection is going to do great

2

help with the increase in traffic, but I

3

see, you know, my professional opinion, that it's a

4

necessity that we have to expand Haliimaile Road to

5

four lanes or anything else like that.

6

the road will be able to handle the additional 300

7

vehicles.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I do not

I think that

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

9

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

Captain,

12

Mr. Kane.

I was going to ask my colleagues if

13

there is a motion to approve this project to

14

consider a condition, and I'd like to

15

input.

16

to a park and there was a bus shelter there and the

17

bus would pull in off of the road and pick up kids

18

and then get back off of the road.

Real briefly,

I grew up -- we had to walk up

Is this

that you see as useful for a project like

1

the collector road

20

this

21

the project?

22

your

MR. FONTAINE:

I think

a bus

int

the -- into

off of Haliimaile
it somewhere

23

Road would be beneficial and

24

inside of the project so that the bus could

25

and not have to be subjected to having to stop
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1

vehicles on Haliimaile Road in both directions.

2

Because once they activate the lights, even if

3

there's a bus stop there, everybody has to come to a

4

stop.

5

some designated area in the 7-acre park, that would

6

be great, or having smaller designated stops

7

somewhere within the subdivision and have a way for

8

the bus to come in and pick up.

9

So if they could do that pick up,

say,

in

The thing is you don't want to have kids

10

walking in big groups or whatever, even though it

11

may be convenient for the bus company to pick them

12

all up in one

13

far that you've got a lot of kids walking to a

14

designated place.

15

up in a couple of different areas of the subdivision

16

just so you can cut down on the amount of

17

traffic going along the lines with the commute and

18

all of that.

19

, you don't want to have it so

You'd want to probably

the 7-acre

So

idea,

ck them

strian

be at

s stop

having

I think

20

the minimum a

2

some des

22

subdivision itsel

23

even necessarily have to be a portion of prope

24

for a turn out.

25

with the bus stop located strat

bus stop areas within the
and that necessar

'wouldn't

could just have the benches
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in the cul-de-sacs, can

1

these people, especial

2

walk either to the main collector road that comes

3

into the project and go there, on two or three

4

stops, that would be great.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

6

7

Thank you, Captain.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Any further

8

questions for the Police Department at this time?

9

If not, thank you, Mr. Fontaine.

I'd like now to

10

call down Scott English from the Fire Department.

11

Do you have a statement you'd like to make,

12

Mr. English?

13

MR. ENGLISH:

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

My only concern

14

would be the location.

15

Insurance Bureau wise, they rate different

16

residential or fire insurance based on different

17

locations and amount of water in the area for fire

18

protection.

19

within five road miles of a fire station.

20

haven't scaled it out.

21

for the amount of

22

Station on Makawao Avenue.

23

my

As far as the Hawaii

And I know the first key is to be

It seems to be ve

So
close

s away from the Makawao
So I guess that's
that's

concern for the

24

buying it, there might be a little higher fire

25

insurance because of the location.
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1
2
3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Questions for Mr. English?

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
sh.

Good afternoon, Mr.

4

Do you offhand

5

know what the typical response time would be from

6

the Makawao Fire Station to address an emergency out

7

in Haliimaile?

8
9

MR. ENGLISH:

Yeah,

I'm only estimating between probably

six to eight minutes.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12
13

Okay, thank you.

Any further questions for Mr. English?

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Scott, thanks for coming.

14

The proximity of this particular parcel, because

15

it's kind of located

16

active cane area and with all the fires,

17

lot of them are, you know, probably set, is that a

18

concern to you because of its distance from the fire

19

house and then also where it

2

cane

22

two sides,
MR. ENGLISH:

or at least

albeit a

be located with

now around it surrounded

buffer

20

23

in the center of an

the -- you

, three sides

I guess?

Yeah

I didn t

take a

24

research -- look at the project very well, but I

25

would

like I said, if they do active cane burning
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1

there, yeah,

2

minimum 50-foot buffer in the area.

3

give something like that in the area, I mean, maybe

4

they can do that harvesting with no burning in that

5

area which they have been doing before, but, yeah,

6

that would be a concern.

7

into the construction type of the building as far as

8

what kind of roofing material they would use so

9

eliminate some kind of exposure fires.

10

I would probably like at least a

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

If they can

Then I would try to get

Yeah, I know in some of our other

11

areas we've actual

12

other islands

13

reduce the fire rates.

14

you might recommend, you know, both looking at the

15

materials for the homes as well as maybe including

16

some elements within the complex that would reduce

17

their fire rates?

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

MR. ENGLISH:

had requirements -- I know on

for sprinklers or particularly to
Would that be something that

As far as the homeowner insurance for the
ion

interior

yes

lers would

the fire

like I sai

ve them a lower rat
save the

ect

lives.

exterior exposure from the cane fires
won t he
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

As far as

the fire

at all.

Okay.

So it would just be the

exterior that they would have to have either flame
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1

retardant or some kind of siding that, you know,

2

would not burn?

3

MRo ENGLISH:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

S

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9
10
11

Correct.
Okay, thank you very much.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Question.

Any further questions?
Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla.

In this case here

would the Fire Department propose a condition in
regards to the harvesting, no burning?
MR. ENGLISH:

If HC&S cannot give like a,

I would say,

12

minimum 50-foot buffer around the project when they

13

do the harvesting operation,

14

request them to do like a no-burn harvest in that

15

area.

16

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

I would probably

So what about -- I know

17

the fields inward.

IS

buffer when they do the cane burning?

19

MR. ENGLISH:

Yes

Would that suffice as far as a

can like -- normally on the

if

the cane in like 15

20
to

21

that cane area

can

f

20 feet

22

so far in before they can light the area -- and

23

normal

24

the house and it will burn away so they don't

25

the force of the whole fire coming towards the

'II 1

the side closest t
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1

house.

So they normally have good practice.

2

only concern is if people start light

3

or we have unscheduled fires, then,

4

those houses will be in danger.

5

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

Fire Department?

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

the fires,

like I said,

Yeah, thank you.

Thank you.

7

The

further questions for the

Okay, Ms. Johnson.
I forgot to ask one of Scott, and

that is I know we had an issue with another

9

10

subdivision that we were looking at with the roadway

11

widths and having your equipment, and I'm not sure

12

what type of equipment you have Upcountry, but when

13

you were looking at the actual circulation through

14

the subdivision, do you think you're going to have

15

any diff

16

of the home sites that would be included?

17

noticed that most of these are cul-de-sacs, a lot of

18

them are on cul-de-sacs, and the turnaround widths,

19

I know how

20

it's

2

MR.

ISH:

at all accessing or getting into any
Because I

in other subdivisions

so

been a concern with fire.
When the proposed

ject comes to

22

for me to review the subdivision, I would enforce

23

our

24

we can go back to the smaller cul-de-sacs back there

25

because Upcountry trucks have a smaller turning

s.

As far as the cul-de-sacs
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1

radius.

As far as the road widths,

2

might enforce the larger road widths if they're

3

going to allow on-site parking on the streets, but

4

I'll work with them during the subdivision process.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

8
9

10

I

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

questions for Mr. English?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
the area,

like I said,

Ms. Anderson.

Thank you.

right?

Any further

You're familiar with

Do you have a map there that shows

you the surrounding land uses?

11

MR. ENGLISH:

Yes,

I do.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So there is light industrial.

13

It's called light industrial, but it's heavily used

14

by the pineapple operation across the street and

15

then on the same side of Haliimaile Road as the

16

project there's also a light industrial area.

17

just wondering if you would have any concerns as far

18

as fire safety having a residential project in such

19

close

20

operations

21

MR. ENGL SH:

to these operations,

As far as the Fire
I mean

I'm

industria

nt

we re

22

to request like

the proper road widths

23

proper fire flow in the are ,

24

hoping like the Planning Department or Maui County

25

Codes will require the special separation between
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1

different type of -- I'm not going to say occupancy,

2

but land use.

3

Code, but our Codes does not have any kind of

4

separation between different land use.

5

separation between occupancy, separation in

6

businesses, walls, and stuff like that.

7

If they would have something in the

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's more

So you're saying you're hoping

8

there would be some kind of separation?

9

can see, the only separation -- well, there will be

10

a park that will separate the industrial areas from

11

the residential,

12

highway -- or roadway.

13

MR. ENGLISH:

As far as I

a strip of park land along the

With Haliimaile Road and the park area being

14

where it's located, that would be more than enough

15

separation between the two,

16

residential, and taking the tradewinds -- I would

17

say normal tradewinds -- I mean,

18

happen above,

19

towards the Kihei direction and not come down

o

towards the residential ne
COUNC LMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

24
25

if anything was to

I mean, the exposure will go back

21

23

the industrial and

thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

questions for the Fire
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

nt?

further
Ms. Johnson.

I'm sorry to keep

I'm just

reading a few of the other -- this wasn't your
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1

department, Mr. English, but did you read the

2

comment, by any chance, that was sent May 25th, 2005

3

by the Department of Water Supply with regard to

4

fire flow?

5

affected by the finding of inadequate water supply

6

issued on March 16th,

7

water supply developed for fire protection,

8

domestic, and irrigation purposes, to take on new or

9

additional services without detriment to those

10

And so the project's located in an area

the area's insufficient

'93,

in the regulated area.

al

Do you think that their plans to develop

11

will you be examin

that

12

their own water source

13

and then they would have to come into full

14

compliance with fire flow based on the comments of

15

the Water Supply Department?

16

MR. ENGLISH:

Yeah, because that would pretty much be

17

handled during the subdivision process.

18

have to provide me information of existing water in

19

the area

20

for the subdivision

21

the proposed expansion

what it's se
and what

to de iver to be

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

s what you're

ind

f wate

that area.
because then based on this
is that if t

24

insufficient fire flow,

25

proceed?

524-2090

have

would not be able to
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MR. ENGLISH:

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4

Correct.

further questions for Mr. English?

Seeing none.

Thank you.

Members,

5

Okay, thank you.

I'll open up the floor to any

6

questions.

7

different departments that I have afore-mentioned.

8

Ms. Johnson.

9

We have the applicant.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We have the

And I apologize, because I could
that we had

10

not stay for the rest of the meet

11

Upcountry, so if I'm asking questions that have

12

already been repeated,

13

find out if the Department of Water Supply was able

14

to address the items or at least be satisfied with

15

the mit

ive measures in the May 25th,

16

which

had cited?

17

if they just want to respond that, yes, we answered

18

all the questions about pollution and system

19

infrastructure and concerns

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

I apologize, but I wanted to

2005 letter
or I'ilater,

And so if P

that s fine.
that that

It was my under

2

covered al

That was all covered al

22

for that reason

didn't as

23

come, because that was -- that was covered.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

s

the Water

to

Yeah, and I know that neither

yourself nor myself were there,

so if the Department
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of Planning could comment in that regard.

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

MS. CUA:

I

Ms. Cua.

believe at the last meet

Ellen Kraftsow

4

represented the Department of Water Supply and

5

indicated that they had been working with the

6

applicant on their concern and that the applicant

7

was willing to take a look at other sites for the

8

well.

9

meeting.

10

And that happened at the last Council

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And do you know if

11

addressed the situation with regard to the drought

12

conditions Upcountry?

13

MS. CUA:

I don't know.

I don't remember if we talked

14

about the -- you might want to talk with

15

applicant about that.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

ask the

I had the questions with

17

regard to drought.

18

existing agricultural operations that take place in

9

20

the area, would any
of the exist

21

any

ial well site

uses for the fa

operations and

ural operations of their adjacent

s?

Would you care to hear from the

icant?

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

And then also because of the

I can ask the applicant, yes.

Is there any objection to my calling the

applicant or one of his representatives down?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

No objections.
Is there any -- could the applicant or one

3

of the representatives, have

4

questions, Ms. Johnson's question?

5

you like her to repeat the question?

6

MR. VICENS:

heard the
If not, would

Mercer Chubby Vicens with A & B Properties.

7

I did hear the question, but I'd like to hear it

8

rephrased.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

MR. VICENS:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Oh,

sure.

Or asked again.
Thank you very much, Chubby.

The

12

principal questions that I have were relating to

13

the -- any potential contamination or any concerns

14

with regard to the water supply that were addressed

15

in the original letter of May 25th from the Board

16

Water Supply?

17

would any of the potential well sites that you would

18

be selecting, has that been reviewed with regard to

19

any of the exist

20

adjacent ne

21

MR. VICENS:

I

think

0

And then the other question would be

1 uses for your

s
June the

6th a memo came

that both Alexander & Baldwin

22

forth indicat

23

the Board of Water Supply were

24

look at the environmental concerns that the Board of

25

Water may have, but also the sites so that we choose
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1

a site that is appropriate for the Upcountry area

2

and avoid the kinds of things that you're talking

3

about.

4

conversation.

5

and a site that is chosen will be in concurrence

6

with the Board of Water Supply's choice.

7

And Ellen at that point said that we were in
We will continue that conversation,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, and then that would be a

8

private well site that you would be maintaining or

9

would you intend to develop the site and then turn

10
11

it over to the Board of Water Supply for management?
MR. VICENS:

We haven't really gotten into that part of

12

it, but normally what would happen, as with Everett

13

Dowling's, you develop the site at your own expense

14

and then at some point we turn -- we turn over the

15

to the County of Maui and the adjustments

16

for how much we keep, how much they

17

accordingly.

18

out, we run it, they take it over at some point.

19
20
21

So it would be typically we start it

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON
. Vicens is here
about the

are made

Mr. Chair, because
can

ask him the one question

re issue?

22

CHAIR CARROLL

Proceed.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

, I think you heard my

24

question earlier about because the surrounding

25

areas -- and you know this probably better than I
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1

do, all these unfriendly fires that are being set.

2

Is there any anticipation of having any kind of a

3

buffer or some type of a protection for the homes?

4

MR. VICENS:

Actually, within the -- within the prope

5

itself, surrounding the property, there is a 40-foot

6

buffer from the end of the property lines to the

7

edge of the property itself that we own.

8

is that 40-foot buffer that will also serve as a

9

walking path for the community.

So there

On the south side of the project there's also

10
11

a weir.

So there's another natural, my guess is,

12

20, 25 feet of weir and roadway.

13

of roughly 60 feet at that point.

14

harvesting, they normally will cut the edge of the

15

line so that they can set up the burning and they

16

push it in another 15, 20 feet.

17

is kind of in a south westerly direction.

18

the winds, if you stood on the property, it would

19

blow

20

this northern corner

21

it

22

it, so the t

23

bottom of the

24

sewer treatment plant and the -- and that particular

25

basin in that area.

So that's a total
When they do

The prevailing wind
So all of

from this corner to this corner.

So

s where the commercial side

sand Haliimaile Road

f

s on the eastern side of

ends that we were

on the

is about 7.99 acres of the
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1

on the bottom you've

2

got about 7 or 8 acres, 100 to 150 feet wide and at

3

least 60 to 80 feet on the southern boundary where

4

any fires could be controlled.

5

is that we have a 40-foot setback within our project

6

boundaries anyway.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But the real answer

Uh-huh, and then your intention

8

would be for your company to construct the homes so

9

you would control the building materials or it would

10
11

be for a private entity to come in and do that?
MR. VICENS:

We would send our Construction Manager, Jeff

12

Faulkner, would review all of the building terms and

13

conditions and look at the materials, as you were

14

talking about.

15

retardant roofing materials, the sidings, the

16

technology is great anymore.

17

all kinds of safeguards that would be built into

18

the -- into the project.

19

there are homes that we re t

20

down to a minimum

So, I mean, there are

Again, remembering that
the cost

ng to

that we can offer the lowest

for the

21
22

In most instances you have a fire

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and the

that is because

reason

m

been in insurance

23

ask

24

before, sometimes when you -- you scrimp on the

25

front end going in so the cost is slight
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1

more than make it up when you pay for the fire --

2

cost of fire insurance.

3

MR. VICENS:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

6

That's correct.
And so I would

st ask that you

look at that aspect.
MR. VICENS:

I think if you look at

We certainly will.

7

the projects we've done at Kuau and some of the

8

other projects we've done within Kahului itself,

9

Kahului Makena, you will see that the materials were

10

top quality and we don't intend to short the people

11

in that way.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and I have one final

13

question, Mr. Chair, with regard to sewage.

14

regard to the sewage treatment facility,

15

MR. VICENS:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That's correct.
Okay, so, then is it the newer

technology so that you would not have to have real
to --

sticated

19
20

is that

ng to be privately maintained and operated?

16

18

With

MR. VICENS:

will have the latest in te

No

2

and the water will be of

22

if you so choose to

23

that water to

24

irr

25

charge the aquifer again.

y

R-1

but -- and we will be us
r

to water the

ion of the lands

524-2090

and the

, that way we can
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COUNCILMEMEER JOHNSON:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

COUNCILMEMEER ANDERSON:

Okay, thank you very much.

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson.

Thank you.

Chubby,

can you

4

us some idea of the price range of the market-priced

5

housing?

6

MR. VICENS:

I think my answer there would be that it
when the project

7

would depend on when the

8

off the ground.

9

years delayed at this point and the difference

As you know, this project is five

10

between 2000 and today in rough numbers is

11

approximately 200 to $250,000 a unit.

12

the impact.

13

COUNCILMEMEER ANDERSON:

Mr. Vicens,

That's been

you've had this

14

project on your books for five years.

15

have some idea by now what you intend to market

16

these houses for.

17
18

MR. VICENS:

You should

Just give me a price range.

The price will be at or below market, median

market.

19

COUNCILMEMEER ANDERSON:

20

t1R. VICENS:

II,

se.

Give me dollars,

I think the median market is

21

so it will be in the range

22

$50 000 left.

23

s

COUNCILMEMEER ANDERSON:

08 000,

or take $50 000

So you're

to be bui

24

aside from the affordable,

you're going to be

25

building houses in the $700,000 price range?
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MR. VICENS:

I didn't say that.

I said it -- part of them

2

would be below 700 and part of it would be slightly

3

above.

It depends.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

MR. VICENS:

If you're
That's the $700,000 price range.

Let me explain.

If you remember correct

f

I

6

did at the last meeting give you a range of house

7

footages, 1,800, 2,000, 2,200, and I said then that

8

if the homes were in the $150 per square foot range,

9

the buyer would choose the kind of home that they

10

wanted.

So if somebody chose --

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

MR. VICENS:

You mean square footage size?

Square footage.

If they chose a 1,500 square

13

foot home, the price would drop accordingly_

And

14

that's the only control we have at this moment.
would guess that if we -- we get approvals by the

16

end of the year, we can certainly come back and

17

you a number that we can live with.

18
19
20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I think you can live with

or take.

700,000
VICENS:

The other

IAJell

I think so too

21

,s

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

MR. VICENS:

the price is

Our

Well

is to

but

didn't say

to be

Our

you just told me that.
the affordable home

24

to the people.

Our subdivision will be meant for

25

local residents, people to live in there.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

I don't know of many local

residents that can afford $700,000, Mr. Vicens.
MR. VICENS:

Well, our offering will be to residents and

4

locals on the first offering, and we'll see where we

5

go from there.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

9
10

All right, thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Vicens?

further questions for

Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I

just have a few -- good afternoon,

Mr. Vicens.

11

MR. VICENS:

Good afternoon.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you for being here.

Earlier I

13

asked a question, and some feedback from Captain

14

Fontaine, and so I'm going to pose it to you as the

15

representative for the applicant that I may be -- in

16

fact I intend to propose a condition that would read

17

something like this, that at least two bus shelters

18

shall be constructed within the project to

19

accommodate

20

that something that you folks have any comment to

21

VICENS:

22

ck up/

Well

I

said.

off of school children.

that

Is

concur with what the

don't know if you need two of them

23

at

24

be a great location and maybe further on down

25

towards the other end of the subdivision as a

locales,

ce

near the
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1

roadside stop, because if you'll notice, the main

2

roads -- there are a couple arterials that are wider

3

than others, and we would propose -- I would hate to

4

see the kids walking from the lower end to the upper

5

end.

6

work with the Police Department and the community to

7

put the pick ups.

8

what the community says to us.

9

But if we could split that, we certainly will

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It may be three, depending on

Yeah, the language would read most

10

likely something like at least two,

11

it up.

12

MR. VICENS:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

that would break

That would be fine.
Okay, thank you.

The other questions

I have, Mr. Chair, if I may.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

Proceed.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I know you're not the plantation

17

general manager, Mr. Holiday is,

18

his May 31st letter that sort of corresponded with

19

some of the earlier test

20

that i

21

HC&S has returned

22

sugar cane production.

23

MR. VICENS:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

the recent

and I'm referencing

and it reads,
over the recent
35

acres back into

That's correct.
And it talks about specifical

t1iJO

areas, one very dear, because my father-in-law is
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1

born and raised in McGerrow Camp, and that was quite

2

a big area in Kahului away from the mill.

3

interest more was do you know how many people -- I

4

was attempted to -- I tried calling -- I left the

5

room because I went to go call my father-in-law and

6

wanted to ask him how many houses were there in

7

McGerrow Camp.

8

And I don't know if you would have that information

9

off the top of your head.

10

MR. VICENS:

But my

I mean how big of a camp was it?

I don't know now, but I'm sure we can go back

11

to our historians and be able to give you that

12

number, Councilman Kane.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah,

I know there were several

14

hundred families that originally came from McGerrow

15

Camp,

16

MR. VICENS:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

so I

just wanted to --

That's correct.
Okay.

And then also in Paia, the

18

Paia Mill area, do you know how big approximately

19

the lots

20

I'm sure

21

the lot sizes were in the camps?
were, you know

four,

five

I mean
I don't

I look at Mr. Hokama because he comes from a

22

plantation camp as well, and I don't know if

23

those -- there's some consistency on the size of the

24

lots.

25

MR. VICENS:

Mr. Hokama is indicating that Mr. Pontanilla
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knows the answer.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Vicens.

Just to

3

answer Member Kane's question, when I look at the

4

well, going back,

5

7,500, 8,000 square feet.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. VICENS:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. VICENS:

Thank you, Mr. Vicens.

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

Okay.

Thank you very much.

10

12

living in Pu'unene, probably about

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.

okay, Mr. Mateo,
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I'm done.

Any more questions for

followed by Mr. Molina.
Chairman, thank you very much.

Mr. Vicens, good afternoon.

14
15

MR. VICENS:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Good afternoon.
I think -- I think what I -- my

17

question is primarily asking you for clarifications

18

at this particular point.

19

itself actual

20

at our last meeting it was indicated that it's

21

to be in the range of 148 to

22

has to do with the number of affordable units.

23

Because if it's 196 number, the amount of affordable

24

units is greater than your 148, yeah?

25

MR. VICENS:

One, the application

identifies the 196 units, yeah?

50 units.

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So for clarification purposes,

2

because the application reads 196 units, is the 15

3

percent affordable request, is that going to be

4

based on that 196 number or on the lesser 148 that

5

you're going to be building?

6

MR. VICENS:

At this particular moment it's based on the

7

148 to 150.

The final number of lots will be

8

determined by the configuration as we -- as we do

9

the ground work.

Because, again, as I pointed out,

10

in meeting with the community on I think it was six

11

different occasions and doing a couple focus groups

12

up there, they wanted slight

13

got rid of the 6,000 square foot lots.

14

to 7,500 square foot lots.

15

group at 7,500, we've got a group at 8,500, and

16

we've got a group at about 10,000 plus, give or

17

minus another 500 feet.

18

larger lots.

So we

We moved up

And then so we have a

So that number was more palatable to the

19

community and that's the number that -- the 196 came

20

from the -- when we did the application

21

determined if we did full build out that was allowed

22

under the R-l category, how many homes could we

23

build, and 196 was the number.

24

going to be somewhere between 148, 150, maybe a

25

couple more here or there.

we

So my guess is it's
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay, thank you.

And then,

2

Mr. Vicens, you heard the testimony of Mr. Cook

3

earlier -- earlier in the day.

4

his -- I guess his identifying what he terms

5

affordable in the area of 200 to 250,000,

6

Mr. Vicens, in your plans of looking at a range of

7

700,000 below and 700,000 above, does the two to 250

8

have any place in the scheme of things with this

9

development project?

10

MR. VICENS:

His reference or

Under the request that your Department of

11

Human Concerns, Ms. Lee, indicated, if the number

12

were 150, you were talking about 23 units.

13

23 units, 15 would be in the 100 percent of the

14

median income, which would be $258,900.

15

fee

16

you're talking about $319,000.

17

be basically three bedroom, two bath, approximately

18

1,100, 1,200 square feet on fee simple properties, a

19

minimum of which would be 7 500.

20

simple.

Of the

That's in

And if you were talking about 120,
And the homes would

I did have a discussion with Mr. Cook when he

21

came back and I specifically asked him about land

22

costs because of the infrastructure.

23

know, we're

24

another 1.3 for the sewer treatment facilities

25

probably another half a million dollars down at the

Because as you

$3 1/2 million for the well
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1

stoplight, and I asked him is 200 to 250, was that

2

based on -- what was the land cost, the

3

infrastructure?

4

infrastructure in our area looks like -- and it was

5

a rough calculation done on our part

6

between 130 and 160.

7

added that to Mr. Cook I s number, he

8

be in the 300, 325 range.

9

prepared to provide the number required by Ms. Lee's

And he said 25,000.

The

somewhere

So if you took that and you
~Tould

probably

So we're -- we're

10

office at 258,900 and 319 for the 23 units that I

11

mentioned.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay, thank you.

And these people

13

will still have choice insofar as the model that

14

they would like

15
16
17

will have several choices, yes,

MR. VICENS:
definitely.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Well, I guess -- I guess it

18

just scares me when I hear 700,000 up and 700,000

19

down and then we're

20

then the question is who are we bui

21

And at 700 000

22

So I

23

projects like this is in part to -- in he

24

the need for affordables as well, and I guess

25

virtually, you know, we're kind of at blame

de

at the 150 units and
homes for?

not our local

share my concerns because the thrust of
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1

ourselves for not establishing what an affordable

2

unit actually is in dollars and cents.

3

as the various committees go through the housing

4

policy for the County,

5

that hopefully we will be able to address.

6

MR. VICENS:

So I guess

I think these things are part

And I think it's the company's goal to make

7

my estimates look bad, and that's Mr. Faulkner's

8

goal,

9

and trying to get the best cost per square foot.

I'm sure, because we're going to be working

10

And, again, that range is allover the place.

11

that's the unfortunate part of it, but I think that

12

if we give various size ranges, we can accomplish

13

some of those ends.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO;

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

And

Chairman, last question.

One moment.

If we can take a moment over

16

here, there were some questions for the Department

17

of Water Supply and we have them here for a very

18

short time,

19

If we could

20

minutes.

21

since I didn't request them originally.
st change tracks over here for a few

Does anyone have any questions for the
nt of lI'later

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Please come down.

Yes, thank you.

Wait till she gets down.
Oh, okay, thank you.

And then we'll go back to our line of
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2

questioning.

I'll return to Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much, Ellen,

for

3

being here.

My questions primarily were because 1

4

wasn't at the -- part of the meeting that you had

5

last time.

6

your Department on May 25th, what my principal

7

concerns were was -- was there some movement

8

forward?

9

working towards resolution of the mitigative

The letter that had been sent out by

Are you able to actually say that you're

10

measures with regard to the pollution, fire flow,

11

and the other issues?

12

MS. KRAFTSOW:

Yes.

Mr. Chair.

Yes, we are.

We have

13

received a letter from the applicant that they will

14

work with us to relocate the well.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, and the primary reason for

16

the relocation of the well was your concern about

17

the groundwater source?

18

MS. KRAFTSOW:

About potential contaminating sources in

19

the

20

would be a bad source.

21

well

22

based on the other land uses in the area, we asked

23

them to relocate it and

24

offered to do so.

25

on.

There rea

no pun inte

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

wasn't a guarantee that it
It could have worked out
but it -- you know

just

were very helpful and

Okay, that was my main concern.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

1
2

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Ms. Anderson.

So where are they going to

4

relocate it and how far will it -- I mean what are

5

the potential sites?

6

MS. KRAFTSOW:

At this point that's still up for

7

discussion, but we did send a map with our letter to

8

Council that indicated nine or ten possible

9

where it could be sited.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

MS. KRAFTSOW:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

MS. KRAFTSOW:

So--

It will depend on the hydraulics and the -Hydraulics?

-- the practicalities of some of the

14

different sites.

15

know, the engineers still need to take a look at

16

that and decide on an alternate location.

17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

That still needs to be -- you

And they can determine hydraulics

without doing a test well?
MS. KR.lo.FTSOW:

can look at the elevations and the
Ie effect on the

20

head differences and the

21

system,

22

well for

23

information too that consultants can offer.

24
25

s

I mean,

you need a test

but there's some information

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I've got the map here, and it's

kind of hard to -- it's a beautiful color map but
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1

it's rather difficult to read it.

2

where Haliimaile is on this map.

3

to have to ask you, are -- are any of these sites at

4

such a distance that the cost to hook up the water

5

to our lines to get to this project will be

6

substantial?

7

MS. KRAFTSOW:

I can't even find
So I'm just going

The sites were chosen based on land

8

ownership, distance from the system,

9

certain elevation range.

and within a

So none of them will be a

10

problem based on distance alone.

11

that would be less practical based on changes that

12

would possibly need to be made to the transmission

13

to accommodate them, and that's where the engineers

14

come in and have to take a deeper look.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

There are some

Okay, but none of them are that

16

far away that it would add a substantial amount of

17

money to the project, other than what they've

18

already planned for the Kaluanui Well or whatever it

19

was?

20

ll1S. KRAFTSOW:

Some of them w-ould add money to the

21

pro

22

the system but because of transmission

23

would need to be made to accommodate

24

water flow that way.

25

ct, not so much because of their distance from

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

~~LPH

Right.
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2

MS. KRAFTSOW:

So that's one of the things that will be

used to rule out some sites.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay, thank you.
more questions for Water

Thank you.

5

while I have them over here, because I'm going to

6

have to let her go?

7

much for coming down.

8

MS. KRAFTSOW:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10
11

12

I'll now ask Mr. Vicens to come back to

the podium and call on Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you very much.

forgot what I was going to ask,
CHAIR CARROLL:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

Thank you very

Thank you.

13

16

Hearing none.

so, Mr. Vicens

I can always come back to you
Thank you.

-- and go to Mr. Molina, and if you think

of it, let me know.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good afternoon, Mr. Vicens.

18
19

MR. VICENS:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Good afternoon.
You know as

Haliimaile,

2

I

a

of

ike some of our other

communities are now

with the

22

smalle

23

popularity of Maui

24

This project, you're looking at hundreds of more

25

people into this community.

throughout the world.

One thing that I've
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1

been sort of keeping my eye on is the recreational

2

facilities within the community.

3

small gym,

4

they have some type of boxing program going on.

5

A & B willing to I guess assist the Haliimaile

6

community at improving some of these facilities,

7

being that a project of this magnitude will add more

8

people into Haliimaile?

9

already been discussed or something A & B would like

They do have a

I guess a small weight room, and I guess
Is

Is that something that's

10

to do?

11

sort of contribute to the community in that area.

12

And I know you guys are doing a park as well.

13

get your comments?

14

MR. VICENS:

Because personally I'd like to see A & B

Can I

Mr. Molina, we have had at least two

15

conversations with Gary Woods up there and eight or

16

nine members of the athletic youth group, the people

17

who train the athletes not only in boxing but in

18

some of the other sports.

19

have

20

the construction indust

we have talked about what we can do and what

icular

21

,Z\nd the answer is yes, we

can lend to that
we would like to -- we'd

22

like to move in that direction.

As a matter of

23

fact

24

6:00 o'clock we are meet

25

let's see, the Boys & Girls Club of Makawao tomorrow

and I 11 invite you now, tomorrow evening
with Gary and the big
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1

evening, because they would like to establish a like

2

set up down in Haliimaile.

3

the school tomorrow evening at 6:00 o'clock.

So that's going to be at

So we're going to listen to their Director

4
5

tell us what kinds of things they need to make the

6

facilities grow, but what we have pledged to them is

7

that we as a community member would be -- would be

8

more than happy to work with them and help them

9

develop plans and get our architect friends to come

10

give them a hand and some construction people to

11

come up there and see what we can do for the

12

community.

13

down and then starting again.

Sometimes you're better off tearing it

So we'll determine that role, but we've

14
15

already committed ourselves,

16

with them on an advisory committee.

17

that -- and if they

if they have a need for a

18

grant, that we will

we will petition the

19

foundation to he

20

yes

21

22

of the communi

So we are,
and

, thank you very much.

1 be.

Thank

Chairman.

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

25

And I'm sure

us meet their needs.

an

COUNCILMEMBER MOL
you

Jeff and If to work

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you.

to affordable housing,

Mr. Vicens, going back

I know there is -- we're
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1

looking at targeting the 100 and 120 percent median

2

income.

3

that, which is 23.

4

you know, for those people that don't qualify for

5

120 and below but the 121 and 140 percent median

6

income.

7

particular gap group?

And of course there's a number attached to
I've been advocating all along,

How many of your units gonna fall in that

8

MR. VICENS:

Which group is that,

9

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

The 121 to 140.

?

And I don't know,

10

you know, how much is the median income on this

11

here.

12

MR. VICENS:

13

Probably like $400,000.
Can I get -- Ms. Lee could probably answer

that better than I can.

14

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

15

MR. VICENS:

Sure.

But I do have her proposal that she brought

16

before your Committee a week ago that I could draw

17

from, if that's okay with Alice.

18

the question.

19

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

20

MR. VICENS:

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

MS. LEE:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

MS. LEE:

25

She could answer

Chair.

She's the expert.

Hi.

Ms. Lee, could you

come forward.

Good afternoon.
You want the question restated?

Did you want to know what 140 percent of median

income --
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

2

MS. LEE:

3

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yeah, the --

-- in terms of sales price?
Yeah, 121 to 140.

Because we're

4

looking at gap group between 100 to 120 percent.

5

You know, in most cases we kind of forget about the

6

other gap group of 121-140, and this subdivision,

7

you know, not only are we looking at market-priced

8

homes, I'm sure not all of the homes are going to

9

cost $700,000, 50 plus or minus.

What I want to

10

know is, you know, what is the median income for

11

this particular gap group and if they are going to

12

have any housing to fit that median income group?

13

MS. LEE:

As mentioned before, the 120 percent of median

14

income at 6 percent interest is roughly 319,000, 130

15

percent would be 349,200, and 140 percent would be

16

379,300.

17

what the interest rate might be when they're ready

18

to construct, and that's where the gamble comes in.

19

You'd have -- you'd sort of have to guess

now we know that interest rates probably wil
the

20

not go down and will go up, so that is

2

market homes would subsidize

22

greater subs

23

percent of median income units and the 120 percent

24

of median income units.

25

i

it

11 become a

interest rates go up on the 100

To give you an example, let's say -- let's
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1

say the interest rates go up 8

2

points, that means that 120 percent now becomes

3

260,700 and the 140 becomes 309,900.

4

interest rates go up, the sales prices come down,

5

and then the subsidies go up also.

6

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

to 8 percent, two

Yeah, thank you.

So as the

Based on today's

7

discussion, though, how many of your homes will

8

actually be in that particular price range, 349 to

9

379 based on today's interest?

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

MR. VICENS:

Mr. Vicens.

Again, Mr. Pontanilla,

I think that it

12

depends on the square footage of the house.

13

community is willing to bring the house size down

14

to,

15

approach a cost factor,

16

somewhere in the 355 to $400,000.

17

again, if the house size -- the house size will

18

determine where it will sell in the marketplace.

19

And the

20

becomes.

21

say, 1,500 square feet,

If the

I think you quickly

not including the land, of
So, I mean,

r the house goes, the

But if you're

the number

at us t

to stay in

22

a

23

utilize the square footage of the house to he

24

bring those numbers down.

25

Mr. Faulkner and If could put a pro forma together

in a gap group, then we would

we would

And we certain
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1

that says that if it's 1,500 square feet and 1,800

2

and, you know, bring it back to you at a

3

reasonable -- in a reasonable period of time.

4

Because

5

reading be able to have a closer proximity, again,

6

depending on what the size of the home is going to

7

be.

and maybe even -- even at first or second

8

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

You know what, it's five minutes after

10

3:00, yeah.

11

We now stand in recess until 3:15.

12

RECESS:

13

RECONVENE:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

We're going to take a break until 3:15.
(Gavel) .

3:08 p.m.
3:20 p.m.
(Gavel).

This Land Use Committee meeting

15

of June 27th, 2005 is now back in session, and we

16

left off with Mr. Hokama.

17
18
19
20
21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

couple of questions,
Mr. Vicens
usted

Mr. Hokama.
Just a

, for my information.
heard a lot about pri

be

the type of model that prospect

will be choos

from.

Is there

, still the abil

for the
to look at

22

affordable

23

different lot sizes?

24

consider to support higher dens

25

price further down, instead of just by model size of

Because I'm willing to
to bring the
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a home or dwelling.
MR. VICENS:

I think square footage is going to have more

3

of an impact on what the final number is than the

4

actual lots, because I think at this point we

5

realize that the way the lots are laid out, that you

6

will have some on 7,500 square feet,

7

we're going to blend them throughout the community,

8

we may end up with several of them on 8,500 or 8,000

9

square foot lots.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

and because

Is that because of the total amount

11

is not, let's say, in general understanding total

12

usable square footage,

13

is only maybe 4,000 square foot usable?

14

MR. VICENS:

so that 8,000 square foot lot

We're on the side of a hill, and I think from

15

the upper right-hand corner of Haliimaile Road

16

diagonal

17

part of the property there's about 170 foot drop.

18

So our engineer has looked at different schemes.

19

We've learned from Kuau

20

the size

21

it doesn t make for a

22

to

23

you've got to cut and fill.

24

looked at all of these it was deemed two things.

25

taking advantage of the topography, you will retain

to the low point and the southwestern

that you can control
r dens

f the lots and have

walls, you've got to

f

but

lot because you've
retaining walls
So when -- Mr. Faulkner
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1

a lot of view planes that would normally not be

2

there if you cut into the lots.

3

because it's such a beautiful area,

4

of the major criteria either for an affordable or

5

market home or sub-market home.

6

the cost of preparing the lots to reach this 196 may

7

not -- may in fact inflate the cost of the actual

8

150 lot.

9

the numbers down, take advantage of the view planes,

So view planes,
is a -- is one

The second thing is

So it's an engineering decision to b

10

and be able to set the road system without cutting

11

in and having to cut and fill too dramatically.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

NOw,

I understand what you just

13

shared with the Committee this afternoon, because I

14

too am, myself, within my career, adjusting my

15

priorities of what I can support and cannot support.

16

And just a quick example, we use affordable, of

17

course Mayor Kim on the

18

colleagues on the

19

think their term is job -- it s more to residential

20

hous

Island and our

Island Council talk about -- I

and for me that s the te
I 11 be

I'm

to

21

gonna start us

22

residential

23

specific about those here on island with the need

24

before I look at those who have needs that are not

25

yet part of our community.

hous
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1

So I share that with you because on Lanai

2

what we did -- and that's why I asked you about can

3

lots be adjusted.

4

I would say we gave up a little to get a lot,

5

part of it was lot sizes.

6

the term from Public Works legal non-conforming lot

7

sizes.

8

normal standards, but what they did was allow the

9

price to be dropped so much that employees on the

you know,

Because we made big

and

So that's where we hear

It's a legal lot but it doesn't make the

10

island could afford to purchase.

And that was the

11

key,

12

equity that they could grow and then eventually move

13

down the road sometime in the future to get their

14

dream home or their market home.

for them to be able to purchase an initial

So I ask you that question, because I think

15
16

it's an important thing to understand the philosophy

17

of how this potential development may come up, as

18

well as how it's going to fit to the existing

19

Haliimaile, which is basical
ation camp

20

where I have

there, and what this project means

21

1

22

bad, to those already that are res

23

Haliimaile community.

24
25

ion --

a

and

in the

Now, is your square -- square acre
requirements of your development so locked in stone
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1

that those general parameters is not able to be

2

adjusted?

3

cut and fill,

4

your general boundary parameter so set that that is

5

not a movable or flexible consideration?

6

MR. VICENS:

I

Hearing your comments about engineering,
retaining walls, view planes, is that

don't think anything is -- at this moment,

7

Mr. Hokama, is set in concrete.

We've offered what

S

we consider to be the high side and a practical

9

side, and I

think that we've always -- and in all

10

the conversations we've had with the community, we

11

have never moved from the fact that we wanted to be

12

an island community, we want island people

13

there, the people that work and are loyal to this

14

island.
The original community is about 1920.

15

There

16

are -- and in the group meetings we've had, 20,

17

of them are second and third generation that want to

lS

come back from either some place else or -- but they

19

want to come back there.

20

are

21

little space between me and my

22

I

this

And t

30

Ire the ones that
me a

lot size and
, and

the focus groups.

23

What's come on the floor today is the fact

24

that we may consider it -- and we've been talking

25

about the market homes be

1,SOO,

2,000, 2,200,
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2,400.

We may go down.

And as Mr. Faulkner was

2

saying a little bit earlier, place the house on the

3

lot so that it's expandable and it doesn't look like

4

you've put a cracker box to it.

5

that, say, comes in at 1,500 or 1,400 that may be

6

expandable, add another two bedrooms or add another

7

500 or 1,000 square feet at their leisure and try to

8

hold the prices down.

The designer home

So if we get out of Committee today, this is

9

10

our goal.

11

group when

12

of numbers that will say, okay, we've moved the

13

house sizes down.

14

maybe we can get to the group that Mr. Pontanilla

15

was talking about, the mid -- the mid group that

16

Ms. Lee came in and said, you know, here's the

17

parameters now based on

18

379, and leave a little something in there for the

19

developer and see where we're at, but at least offe

20

the local residents an opportunity to make the dre

21

come true and then

22

house.

23

Our goal is to be able to come to this
for first reading and have a scenario

This is the impact.

at today's current rates,

as

I mean, that's another

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And then

is built in the
ion.

I'm glad to hear that the -- the

24

developer is still showing some flexibility in how

25

to I guess work to the final drawings.
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1

understanding -- and, you know,

2

it totally misunderstood, but the affordable

3

components of what will be in this proposal is to be

4

part of a general integrated thing.

It's not to be

5

separated from your market program.

Is that a

6

correct understanding, Mr. Vicens?

7

MR. VICENS:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

Yes, Mr. Hokama.
Okay.

correct me if I have

Exactly.
So let me ask you, what i

we asked you to split it out and make all the

10

affordables in one location of your proposal so that

11

by scale you could have maybe greater flexibility in

12

lot size development so that it won't negatively

13

impact your market component.

14

work with 25,

15

Instead of affordable residential employee housing,

16

you make it one section of your development so that,

17

one, maybe an accomplished non-profit housing entity

18

that is successful in doing just affordables can

19

then come in and work with you either direct

20

indirect

21

hous

22
23

satis

I take that back.

the

or

residential

need and be able to do it to satisfy your
rements, and then you would do the market side

but you would still fulfill the

24

25

30 units for

So let's say if we

IS

s to provide residential employee
housing.

Is that a flexibi

?
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MR. VICENS:

Mr. Hokama,

let me answer it this way.

Last

2

week Saturday If among two other people, including

3

Mr. Molina, were up at the Habitat for Humanity's at

4

Waiahole.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

6

MR. VICENS:

I've seen his wounds.

And if you looked at the spectrum of homes

7

there, because of exactly what you said, some of

8

them came in to build with affordable housing help

9

from Habitat, and if you look at some of the homes

10

that weren't built that way,

11

anyplace U.S.A.,

12

What we're trying to do is not stigmatize anybody_

13

I'm talking about local residents that can come in

14

and be proud of what they've got, and, hey, it's

15

nobody's fault that they can't afford the $450,000

16

house or 500, but they have a home that they can be

17

proud of and not be stigmatized.

18

I mean,

it could be

I mean absolutely gorgeous homes.

Our desire to move the affordables on

19

different locations within the community is t

20

to achieve that.

21

I feel very comfortable with

22

Because I

23

coaching at Punahou and Dr. John Fox was the

24

principal of the school and he brought people in

25

like Charley Ahni(?) and he brought people in like

remerr~er

I know where you're

from.

the homes up.

years and years ago I was
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1

Jimmy Clark who could not read,

and yet they were

2

great athletes.

3

gonna bring you to Punahou and we're going to teach

4

you how to read and write and we're going to send

5

you to college, if you so desire.

6

going to teach the rest of the Punahou family,

7

people that may be very rich or maybe could afford

8

to be there, we're going to teach them humility.

9

We're going to teach them the things that you are

And Dr. Fox's philosophy was I'm

And what you're

10

made of, what your core family values were.

11

them didn't have it.

12

You take -- and everybody learns and everybody

13

builds off of one another.

14

the

Some of

And that was his philosophy.

And I think that's what Hawaii's about,

15

Mr. Hokama.

16

step up to the plate, we can find a lot of people.

17

If I ask somebody to step up to the plate and say,

18

by the way, my friend,

19

that you have a

20

different

21

you in, there are

22

never achieve the dream.

23

21,000 people that need help

24
25

is that?

I think that given an opportunity to

we have to tell everybody
to build it

house or we ve

so that we can save
that won

money and
show and t

The Maui Food Bank

'11
the

service 7,000.

we

Pride.

So if we can take our subdivision and mix the
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1

people in and get them all sharing the same

2

community without worrying about what he paid for

3

his home or what I paid for my home,

4

better blend.

5

Mr. Hokama, but I've lived in Hawaii for 70 years

6

and I think that's the way our people are made up.

7

We all have pride, and I want to instill that.

8
9

I think is a

My theory may be entirely wrong,

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I would say on a conceptual

level, Mr. Vicens,

I support what you just said,

10

because I don't believe in government doing social

11

discrimination by zoning or by other means.

12

the real world that you and I live in, you know that

13

that affordable,

14

out, that residential employee's house will be

15

impacted in taxation by that market value because

16

our highest and best use mentality in taxation.

17

he's gonna still be assessed and his taxes going to

18

be adjusted by the market component next door to him

19

than another affordable residential employee unit

20

that could have been next to him but is not.

21

But in

or as I'm going to keep throwing it

0

So

So while I would say that your comments have

22

a lot of merit and I subscribe to much of it

23

still aware of the other factors that we have

24

little, or if any, no control over being part of a

25

global economy and how people tend to,
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1

enough, be willing to review their core values for

2

certain cash considerations.

3

know, Mr. Vicens,

4

if we still have options to even improve what is

5

presented to us, and that's my goal.

6

improve it, then everybody's still a winner.

7

MR. VICENS:

I

Mr. Hokama,

But saying that, you

just am looking at trying to see

If we can

I'll answer it this way.

If we

8

can get out of Committee with certain parameters

9

assigned to us, we will try to address that at the

10

first and second readings,

11

you have the option of saying that's not enough or

12

you've met the criteria that we've laid out.

13

we're willing to take that risk and work with you or

14

any member of the Planning Department or the Public

15

Works so that we can achieve a win-win situation for

16

everybody.

17

want to stay with my number.

18

as many people as we can within a reasonable -- for

19

a reasonable amount of money.

20

and even at that point

And

This is not about us winning because I

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And

It's about us reaching

would agree with you.

I

21

think

Kim in his comments last week on our

22

island raised the

23

pro

24

that was a great gut check, if I could use that

25

phrase, Mr. Vicens, that Mayor Kim takes as well as

question

who are we app

cts for and who are we bui
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1

the responsibility he as a leader of a local

2

government accepts also, and I think all of us who

3

sit in this Chamber must accept our due level of

4

responsibility of what has or has not happened to

5

our community's benefit.

6

The last thing that I'm going to ask, because

7

I want our -- the Members, my colleagues, to

8

consider it, because of my concern of the continued

9

bastardization of our zoning integrity is that we've

10

done it in the past and I want to do it in this

11

ordinance also, that I don't support short-term

12

rentals in residential developments.

13

kind of permitted use, get the right zoning and pay

14

the right taxes and let your neighbors and your

15

fellow residents know exact

16

do or want to do next door,

17

permit.

18

bring integrity back to our zoning categories.

19

MR. VICENS:

20

with that

if we're going to

because we want, as Mr. Kim

22

be there as transients.

25

and don't hide under a

I don't think Alexander & Baldwin has any

indi

24

what you're trying to

I think that's more fair,

21

23

people to live in our community

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

not just

Thank you for your comments,

Mr. Vicens.
MR. VICENS:

You want that

Thank you for yours.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

All right, working our way

2

any more discussions for Mr. Vicens?

3

followed by Ms. Anderson.

4

COUNCILMEJVIBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Chubby,

I

Ms. Johnson,

just had a couple

5

of questions.

With regard to -- and I couldn't find

6

it in here.

7

had mentioned that there was some type of a

8

mechanism that you were going to try to inject

9

anti-speculation for those units that were not in

It was the market units.

I think you

10

the affordable category.

11

affordable too, but, you know, more specifically I

12

just wanted you to address what your intention was

13

as to try to reduce the speculation on all of the

14

units.

15

MR. VICENS:

And while I'm sure

Councilmember Johnson, we will

we,

16

Alexander & Baldwin, will take every measure to look

17

at the legal aspects of what we can and can't do in

18

being able to

19
20

the buyer to become a live-in

and we want them to be stakeholders in this
icular commun

I'

not interested in

So whether we can do that wit

21

absentee

22

our CC&Rs or whether we can do that

23

the sales

24

be notarized that they plan to live in the home,

25

we'll try and look at the legal parameters of being

more in

that they have to sign off and
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able to do that.

2

goal is that we try to keep the affordable homes

3

affordable into perpetuity, and we will work with

4

Human Concerns to develop a pol

5

market homes, I hope that we can

6

something that will promote the idea of having them

7

live there for 10, 15, 20 years.

8

that, we can stop some of this flipping of lots.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

But that's truly our goal.

Our

But on the
we can do

And if we can do

And I know that there are some

10

other developers who are inserting language that

11

basically has a provision that they're almost

12

establishing a trust fund that, you know, if you

13

flip your house,

14

money would go into some type of a fund to help

15

subsidize those who would not, you know, perhaps be

16

able to afford in the subdivision.

17

looking forward to what you've come out with on

18

that, because I think that that is one of the ways

19

that we can actual

20

for example, a certain amount of

he

So I'm real

with that.
in another

And if our Council, you
of our affordable hous

can

21

forum as

22

grant any kind of incentive for deve

23

include that language even in their non-affordable

24

homes and the market price homes, I think that's our

25

obligation to do that as well.
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1

With regard to the affordables, have you

2

approached Lokahi or any other organization to

3

actually construct and do the portion of the homes

4

for you that will be in that range and look at some

5

of their financing to partner with them?

6

MR. VICENS:

We have not specifically talked to any

7

non-profit agency at this time.

What we would like

8

to do is get the -- sit down

9

because we have not come out of Committee.

and again, it's
So if we

10

can get out of Committee, we can sit down with Alice

11

and get the proper direction that we should move in,

12

if it means to talk to Lokahi.

13

done is we've talked to several manufacturers of

14

homes that I guess in the old day used to be called

15

prefab homes.

16

stages.

We've had conversations with two or three

17

of them,

including the one that Mayor Kim spoke of

18

on the B

19

on island.

20

But what we have

Now they're doing it in various

Island.

There are a

They're being represented here

o

others that we would

take a look at Sterl

s

2

like to talk to

22

when it comes out on

23

that's a method of

24

down at least in the range, but we have in fact

25

spoken to several different people about the

st 1st and see whether
or gett

the
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1

affordable homes and what we can do as far as the

2

vertical cost of a home.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

pleased at the

I was

4

building materials and some of the newer innovations

5

that are being used with the foam core and also

6

steel-type buildings but they're fire retardant,

7

they're very cost effective.

8

market-priced homes I think that anything we can do

9

to deliver a home that is more in a range that's in

10

keeping with the wage base here, I am all for that,

11

because then what that does is that gives our local

12

residents the first opportunity.

13

looking at that, and I did appreciate working with

14

you on the drywall.

15

MR. VICENS:

Thank you.

So even on the

So I'm glad you're

Mr. Faulkner's got 40 years of

16

construction experience, major hotels, subdivisions,

17

and I think he's got a wealth of knowledge.

18

guarantee he will not leave a stone unturned in

19

try

20

and Mr. Hokama

21
22
23

I

to come up to the desires of Mr. Pontani la

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

their indications earlier.
thank you very much.

final question, Mr. Chair
The

nal

is just in

And my
to the

started out as a 5-acre

24

park and then it sort of grew into a 10-acre park.

25

When I was looking through the materials, there
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1

seems to be an indication from the Parks Department

2

that this park, is it going to actually be

3

maintained by the County, turned over to the County,

4

is that my understanding?

5

privately maintained park that is open to the

6

public?

Or will this be a

7

MR. VICENS:

8

Maui.

9

exceptions is the storm basin up in Kuau Bayview,

It is normally turned over to the County of
There are some exceptions, and one of the

10

which we visited -- Mr. Chun and I visited over the

11

weekend.

12

converting a storm control basin into a park,

13

absolutely gorgeous.

14

been the effort of the community and the County of

15

Maui Parks and Recreation.

16

equipment, they provided the he

17

the park there.

18

conversations with Matsui or Buck or Correa, but

19

cert

20

what

21
22

Absolutely wonderful job, and that was

And that,

as it turns out, has

They provided them
, and they maintain

So we haven't had enough

look best is

whatever will make that
11 want

'm sure the
've got to

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

even if

ch in.
Yeah, and that would be my

23

concern, because we re stretched so thin on some

24

our Upcountry parks now.

25

MR. VICENS:

I understand that.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I would real

be concerned by the

2

Parks taking on additional responsibilities when,

3

you know, that's going to be very difficult.

4

MR. VICENS:

5

down.

6

You

an occasional free weekend, come on

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well,

if I can do drywall,

I

can do parks maintenance.

7

8

MR. VICENS:

Thank you.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

Ms. Anderson.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chubby, when you met with the community in

13

Haliimaile, did they ask you and did you tell them

14

what the market price on this subdivision would be?

15

Were they aware that they were going to look at

16

$700,000 houses?

17
18
19
20

MR. VICENS:

No, this is

today was the first time that

I mentioned the number.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah,

I had to drag it out of you

too.

21

MR. VICENS:

Yes, you did.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

you

my concern is that

23

we're going to be setting up the existing

24

residents of Haliimaile for tax assessment

25

increases, and I have a real concern with that.
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1

I'm wondering if they would feel the same way if

2

they were aware of what the consequences might be of

3

a subdivision of this nature in their neighborhood.

4

My other question regarding ohana dwellings,

5

as I recall at our last meeting you said that they

6

were not going to be permitted in your CC&Rs; is

7

that correct?

8
9

MR. VICENS:

It is our preference not to have them,

because we find,

as Mr. Cook has found,

that in many

10

areas where you have ohana dwellings -- and I lived

11

on Oahu all my life except for the last 18 years,

12

and I had no idea that almost every home Opcountry

13

had an ohana dwelling.

14

a constant changing of the guard, people come in and

15

people go out.

16

the lack of consistency as to who lives in my

17

neighborhood and the children that live there and in

18

homes that don't have ohanas could be impacted.

19

think there's a sa

20

issue about how you take care

21

think rentals tend to not care about what real

22

the --

23

I think that one -- there's

So I think I would be concerned that

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

issue.

You know,

I

I think there s an
0

I

your

I'm go

to stop you

24

right there, Mr. Vicens, because you just mentioned

25

earlier that you did not want to be discriminatory
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1

in your housing policy at all with this subdivision,

2

and what you're saying is a very discriminatory

3

thing.
I'm answering your question.

4

MR. VICENS:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, and, you know,

I have a

6

real problem with your attitude because many

7

families start out in rental units.

8

unit is on the property with their landlord and it's

9

the landlord's responsibility to make sure they take

And the rental

10

care of their property.

11

mainland where I owned several homes before my

12

divorce,

13

it had not been for long-time local families who

14

were willing to rent to me at a reasonable price,

15

would not have had decent housing to raise my child

16

in.

I moved to Maui with a small child and if

So I real

17

And having come from the

I

take exception to your comments

18

about problems with ohana units.

19

allows for ohana units on 7,500 square foot lots,

20

and ohana units are what

21

the

22

believe that it is appropriate -- in fact I know

23

that we have an opinion from our Corp. Counsel

24

stating that it's inappropriate and illegal for

25

private landowners to rezone their property through

of Maui
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CC&Rs.

2

that you're requesting allows for ohana units, then

3

legally, as the property developer, you don't have a

4

right to circumvent our County Code through your

5

CC&Rs.

6
7

MR. VICENS:

If the County Code and the zoning district

That was not the question asked of me.

asked me whether I thought --

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MR. VICENS:

10

You

It doesn't matter.

-- ohanas were good or bad.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

No,

I said no.

I asked you if you were go

11

to provide for ohana units in your CC&Rs and you

12

said no, and then you went on to explain why.

13

stopped you because I don't think your reasoning --

14

I don't even want to hear that reasoning, because I

15

think it's wrong.

16

buying these homes that are 7,500 square feet,

17

have a right to have long-term renters help them

18

with their mortgage payment.

I think that people who are
they

this

19

And

20

sion for retirees from the mainland to come

2

I mean

And I

if you're just

over and reap the rewards that our residents have
tax dollars to

22

our roads

our parks,
was

that we have in Maui

23

eve

24

off the backs of the working

25

and they should be number one in all considerations.
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1

And that means supplying rental housing for them,

2

and that's why this is in the County Code.

3

this in here.

4

provision to allow our community to have rental

5

housing.

6

it's "affordable" at 300,000.

7

out somewhere, and the ohana unit is what allows

8

that to happen.

9

We put

Previous Councils put this ohana

Not everybody can afford to buy, even if
People have to start

And if this Administration and past

10

Administrations, Mr. Chairman, would enforce our

11

County Code, we wouldn't have all of our ohana units

12

in vacation rentals and we would not have a crisis

13

in our rental market.

14

Council have gone out and tried to rent some place

15

to live in the last two years, you'd be shocked at

16

what's out there.

17

putting this kind of stuff on the market for people

18

to live in.

19

tweaking out their garages and renting them to

And if anyone of you on this

You would be ashamed that we are

Doesn't even meet the Code.

People are

20

2

And this is

of the reason we have the

22

problem, because developers don't want ohana units

23

because

24

the subdivision dense so that it doesn't allow for

25

ohana units and only those select few with the money

can -- they can make more money
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1

in their pocket can afford to live there.

2

cutting out that whole -- that whole rental housing

3

market by our actions by allowing this to happen.

4

So, you know,

5

very hard that we have a condition that does not

6

prohibit ohana dwelling units that should be used to

7

supply our rental market.

8
9

CHAIR CARROLL:

if this passes,

10

Thank you.

11

Mr. Vicens?
MR. VICENS:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

I'm going to fight

Ms. Anderson, the time to address that

would be, then,

12

So we're

if we have a motion on the floor.

Any further questions?

Anything for

All right, thank you very much.

Thank you very much.
All right, Members,

I appreciate it.
is there any other

14

one

15

there anybody -- other entities that anybody wants

16

to bring down?

17

let's give somebody else a chance first.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chair.

I have a

18

question for Corporation Counsel, and this deals

19

with who gets the home first.

20

what can we consider to make sure that local

21

families

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

24
25

Is

Do you know or

the homes first?
Corporation Counsel, is there any

way that you can address Mr. Pontanilla's question
MR. GIROUX:

I think in the past we've kind of just

inquired as to what is the sales and marketing that
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1

goes on when the developer puts it on the market.

2

As far as ensuring that,

3

difficult in crafting a condition that won't violate

4

Constitutional parameters of, you know, the right to

5

travel.

6

community when -- you know, because we are

7

influenced by global market and global influences,

8

but because of the United States Constitution, which

9

we are a part of that framework,

I think it becomes very

I know it puts pressure on the local

it's hard to

10

exclude others based on their origin, and that means

11

if they're coming from out of state or in state.
If we are going to craft something like that,

12

13

we would have to sit down and take a long look at

14

the language.

15

have to be crafted very carefully because of the

16

exposure of that kind of challenge.

17

Conditions of Zoning I guess is really where we

18

would have to look to see if we -- can we craft

it's something that would

Within the

that would be placed there that would be

19
20

I mean,

able to sustain a chal
we can look at is

you know

21

The other

22

what can we ask the deve

23

they

24

there's a certain level that we can -- we can

25

back from.

r to do?

Because

they still face the same challenges, but

Because a private person can do certain
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1

things that a governmental entity can't, and that's

2

the thin line between our condition and the

3

developer's condition.

4

developer to maybe make a condition that we may not

5

be able to do ourselves.

6

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So we can encourage a

And will Corporation Counsel work

7

with the developer to come up with specific language

8

to ensure that, you know, our local residents, you

9

know, are assured or ensure that they

10
11

, you know,

first crack as far as the affordable units?
MR. GIROUX:

I think we could sit down and talk about

12

possible language that could be agreeable, but,

13

again,

14

carefully.

15

on the fly or, you know,

16

guess.

17
18

it's something that we have to look at very

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

in a hearing setting,

Okay, thank you.

I

Thank you,

Chair.

19

21

it's hard to craft that

It's kind of

this,

Ms. Johnson.

I guess

You know

puzzled

I m real

contradiction.

Because our hi
fically in

icies in the State of Hawaii, we

23

certain of our contracts

24

outside of the State or

25

categories.

hiring from
you know,

for certain

Therefore, if even our own hiring
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1

practices permit us to restrict who we hire,

2

find that very curious, so I would really like to

3

see

4

when he spoke, he talked about a practice that they

5

have implemented, and he said, you know,

6

it be challenged in court, and I think that that was

7

something that I would like to see done.

just

and I think Harry Kim also, the other day

fine,

let

But apart from that, what I would like to

8
9

I

find out is currently we have a -- so many days on

10

the market these affordable units are offered for

11

sale on a first-tier basis to people in the

12

affordable range.

13

go to market price.

14

insert language that states that unless those units

15

actually are sold at those prices and don't

16

automatically go to market-price homes, the

17

condition for the affordables is not met?

18

don't want to see this where you've got one whole

19

tier of hous

20

the time has

21

happened.

22

to avoid that kind of a situation?

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

MR. GIROUX:

25

Then if they don't quali

,they

Is there any way that we can

Because I

that gets flipped over now because
red and goes to market.

And it's

So is there language that we can insert

Who would care to answer that question?

Chair.

Member Johnson, as far as that

language is coming, a lot of times that's from when
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the developer is getting some advantage, I imagine,

2

in the -- I guess the affordable because it is

3

deemed affordable that they're getting certain

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, it's just a condition that's

5

inserted as a part of your affordable requirement.

6

And I know Ms. Lee's familiar with it, but basically

7

what it does is it says the units are offered for

8

sale as affordable in -- if it's 20 -- you know, 120

9

percent of median and 140 percent of median and

10

there are different tiers.

We had one developer in

11

West Maui on the Betsill project where there were

12

tiers in various ranges.

13

it took so long for some of the -- I guess they had

14

so many applications, they weren't processed quickly

15

enough so then the whole top tier of that range went

16

over the period of time for which it was to actually

17

be offered in that affordable category and that top

18

tier then went into the market-priced homes.

What happened was because

So I just want to find out what can we do t

19

any kind of future

20

i

that area from

that unless those homes are

21

sold within that price range

22

act

23

wouldn t go to market units.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

MR. GIROUX:

that

Corporation Counsel.

Again, Member Johnson, when we're dealing
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with zoning, what we have to, again,

look back at is

2

that it's the Conditions of Zoning that we need to

3

make sure that we're within the parameters of what

4

the Code allows us that -- what kind of conditions

5

we're allowed to put and what -- as far as the

6

wording,

7

as far as Conditions of Zoning.

8

County policies, maybe, that have been requested or

9

required to a certain extent from developers at

I'm not sure if I've ever seen that wording
I know that we have

10

different stages of their entitlement process, but

11

we would have to sit down and look to see exactly

12

what is it we want to do as far as the conditions

13

themselves, because that's what we're working with

14

at this level.

15

Again, there's -- the housing policies that

16

we have, we can request this seller to put certain

17

parameters on their sales, but I think what you're

18

asking me is can we then go to the next level and

19

put that as a

20

Zon

21

the

22

rement within our Conditions of

, and we would have to look at the wording and
of such a condition.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, because bas

all I'm

is that if there is a condition that we

23
24

upon the zoning that it runs with the land that X

25

number of units have to be offered at a particular

R~LPH
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1

price, you know, or offered within a range, you

2

know, within that rezone as a condition of the

3

actual rezoning -- because right now we don't

4

have -- well, we have our affordable housing pol

5

which I guess is at 50 percent.

6

on the books.
But I

7

That's all we have

just want some assurance or some way to

8

put that in so that we don't get caught in these

9

situations so that if Ms. Lee -- you know, she's at

10

the mercy, then, of whatever somebody wants to do,

11

you know, unless we, I guess, adopt a housing policy

12

in the interim and then we could enforce that, and

13

perhaps maybe that would be -- one other way we

14

could do that.

15

of an answer as you can at this point in time.

16

So you've given me,

My other question would have to do with the

17

actual

18

that would be applied to the park.

I guess the

19
20
21

I guess, as much

it would be the conditions

to my understanding
insert i

terms

And we can't,

have

f conditions of the

is that correct?

That we couldn t

that we
at this
do

22

anything with regard to it

23

maintained privat

24

anything of that sort, you know, for public

25

purposes?

a park that was

by the homeowners association,
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2
3

Perhaps Ms. Cua would answer that

CHAIR CARROLL:
question.
MS. CUA:

Well, you know,

we have a condition on

current

4

there about the applicant continuing to work with

5

the Parks and Recreation Department in terms of site

6

planning the park.

7

park site shall contain a certain number of things,

8

you know, it shall be graded, grass, irrigated.

9

then the condition goes on to say further the terms

However, we said at minimum the

And

10

of the dedication to the County of Maui,

so it was

11

assuming, you know, it's always been represented and

12

we had been working towards this park being

13

dedicated to the County.
It says further the terms of the dedication

14
15

to the County of Maui shall be to the mutual

16

satisfaction of A & B and the Department of Parks

17

and Recreation.

18

in this condition, we worked with the Parks

And this condition -- this language

nt to draft.

19

And, you know, the applicant
s with Parks

of meet

20

has had a

21

in terms of

22

what kind of ball fields

23

that, but there wasn't, at least through the

24

Planning Commission process, discussion of that

25

totally being a private park.

~~LPH

you

what

are look

you know
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And is it because of the size of

2

the park that the Parks Department is saying that

3

it's really not a neighborhood park in comparison to

4

the overall acreage?

5

regional park, as a-- how are they viewing it,

6

because I am kind of curious as to why this is

7

departing from their ordinary policy, which is don't

8

take on any more parks responsibilities?

9

MS. CUA:

Well, you know,

Is it looking at it as a

I don't know if you -- I can't

10

exactly recall what Mr. Buck had said, and I don't

11

know if at the last meeting we even discussed the

12

issue of having this be a private park.

13

discussions with Parks has always been that, you

14

know, this would be turned over to the County and

15

what the County wanted and what the County was going

16

to

17

the park, there was always 10 acres identified

18

within this project site.

19

along the

20

of 5 acres.

21

to remain as is, but instead of the

re of A & B.

I think the

So in terms of the acreage of

That's

It wasn't

located

there s the flip

Five acres in the left corner is

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

MS. CUA:

be

Linear.

-- linear, it's

to be horizontal to the

24

roadway, but it was always a 10-acre

25

this project site.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And that's because it's

2

also close to other residences in the area, so it

3

would be those individuals who live in the area

4

utilizing the park; is that the rationale?

5

MS. CUA:

Well, the community plan, for whatever reason,

6

had identified a 10-acre park on this property.

It

7

was just through the planning that the applicant

8

had, you know, come to the County in terms of trying

9

to change the zoning, asking if the park could be

10

located along the highway.

11

discussions with the community and various agencies

12

within the County.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And that was partly in

And I did have one question

14

in regard to something that was brought up with

15

regard to covenants and restrictions of Corporation

16

Counsel.

17

Counsel, that CC&Rs cannot depart from what the law

18

actually says; is that correct?

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

MR. GIROUX:

It is my understanding, Corporation

Corporation Counsel.

Yeah

that's a general statement

and I think

21

we would have to look at it factually, you

22

a case-by-case basis.

23

looked at our opinion regarding the agricultural

24

CC&Rs, but, you know, this whole debate on ohana

25

units, which I'm going to imply your question is

on

I know a lot of people have
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1

kind of on, you know,

it's -- there's been law

2

review articles on it, you know, and there's

3

know, depending on where you're coming from, there's

4

argument, you know, there.

you

5

So, you know, as a collective body I think,

6

you know, you have to just look at it to see where

7

do you want to go?

8

clash, you know.

9

you're going to increase density.

You know, there's a definite
If you're going to pick one,
If you're gonna

10

pick the other, you're gonna reduce the rental

11

market.

12

point that you -- there's, you know,

13

that, you know, as a body you're having to deal

14

with.

So it's just a matter of policy at this

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

know,

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You

I think this whole thing with how we
for affordable hous

19

I think

20

hous

2

Counsel

22

at the nation

23

it's two titans

f

if

who's
rice

, even
another

need to

on this with some case law and look
not just the State.

Because, you

has to follow non-discriminatory

24

laws, it's the Federal government, and in the use of

25

every dime of Federal money
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1

compliance with the equal opportunity law.

2

a Federal agency,

3

who have requested this to sell affordable housing

4

to police officers only or teachers only in the

5

community where that housing is built.

is allowing certain

And HUD,
sdictions

So if those kind of restrictions can be made

6
7

for funding -- for projects that receive funding

8

from the Federal government, there's no reasons why

9

we can't have those kind of restrictions here in

10

Maui County.

And I would hope that we could get

11

Corp. Counsel to do some research on that and to

12

come up with an opinion.

13

travel thing keeps coming up and over and over again

14

every time we try to deal with affordable housing,

15

and we need to come to some tight conclusion on

16

this.

17

said, fine,

18

the court decide.

I mean this right to

And Mayor Kim, he set restrictions, and he
if they want to sue me,

sue me, and let

But I think that there's already precedent

19
20

set nationwide to set restrictions on who can

21

affordable housing within a

22

urge

23

research and get us an

24

Because -- and I'd like to have some case law to

25

back it up, because I think that is hindering us.

So I would

Mr. Chairman, that Corp. Counsel do some
opinion on that.
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1

You know, everyone is trying their best to meet the

2

housing crisis here in Maui County, and when we get

3

these kind of opinions that we can't put

4

restrictions on who gets to buy the housing, then it

5

makes it very difficult.

6

So I would hope that that would be looked

7

into, because I would be happy to provide research

8

on that.

9

We've got documentation that this is allowed, even a

My office has already done research.

10

community that is building housing with HUD funding

11

with the expressed purpose to bring people home to

12

their community to work in their community.

13

that can be done in other places in the United

14

States, ther'e' s no reason why we can I t do it here.

15

I have a couple of things I'd like to bring

So if

16

to the Members' attention, and one is that the

17

affordable housing condition for this project has

18

already been set by the State Land Use Commission in

19

their decision and order for the District Boundary

20

Amendment.

21

read that condition qu

22

condition we have on our Change of Zoning, Members.

23

And for the

The condition reads:

to

I'm
It's not

of the

Petitioner shall

24

provide affordable housing opportunity for low,

25

low-moderate, and moderate income residents in the
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1

State of Hawaii to the satisfaction of the County of

2

Maui.

3

State Housing and Community Development Corporation

4

of Hawaii prior to its approval of the petitioner's

5

affordable housing plan.

6

distribution of the affordable housing or other

7

provisions for affordable housing shall be under

8

such terms as may be mutually agreeable between the

9

petitioner and the County of Maui.

10

The County of Maui shall consult with the

The location and

And it's my understanding, Members,

that any

11

agreement for affordable housing that the County's

12

Housing Division makes with somebody, that that

13

housing agreement has to come to the Council.

14

that correct, Ms. Lee?

So is

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

MS. LEE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's not correct?

18

MS. LEE:

it applies to Chapter 2.94 for

19
20

21

Ms. Lee.

No.

No.

General

resort development.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

For

Well, maybe we need to make a

22

ri

hous

in our Code to

other affordable housing

s that are

23

made after it leaves this

24

we can see what's going on and we can have some

25

input.

to come back to us so

Because it's really our responsibility.
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1

I

just wanted to bring that to everyone's attention,

2

because that's what it reads,

3

low-moderate, and moderate, and those prices are set

4

within the County Code according to HUD definitions.

5

it reads low,

The other thing I would like to bring to

6

everyone's attention is when you do a District

7

Boundary Amendment, Members, you're required to

8

provide the Land Use Commission with extensive

9

information, much more information than we're

10

required in our Change in Zoning.

11

information provides us with greater knowledge of

12

what the purpose and intent is behind the proposal.

13

And granted this was done in 19 -- or rather maybe

14

it was 1999.

15

date, because I'll lose my place here, but it was

16

around 2000 when they got their District Boundary

17

Amendment.

Anyway,

And that

I'm not going to look up the

It was actually, oh, my, October 1998.

October 1998 they had the State District

18

changed so that it could

for this prope

19

Zon

20

accommodate this request.

21

the Land Use Commission

22

out what the

23

and they have stated in this proposal that

24

residential lots within the project, blah, blah,

25

they're saying from 6,000 to 10,000 square feet.

go before

And when
must

f

for the reclassification is
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1

today's prices, the petitioner projects that the

2

lots may be sold at prices ranging from

3

approximately 90,000 to $140,000 per lot with an

4

average price of approximately $115,000 per lot.

5

And house and lot packages may be sold at prices

6

ranging from approximately 180,000 to approximately

7

$270,000 per house and lot package.

8

market for the residential lots will be Maui

9

residents.

10

The intended

Now, we know that costs have risen and the

11

median price -- sale price has risen, but that

12

you know, I don't real

13

because that's the highest and best price you can

14

on the world market today for a house in Maui

consider that -- just

15

county at the median selling price, that doesn't

16

mean what you -- that doesn't mean that's what you

17

have to sell it for.

18

as they presented it to the Land Use Commission was

19

this was a residential project for Maui's residents,

20

then the

21

meet the price range that our residents can afford.

22

Otherwise,

23

in their presentation to the Land Use Commission.

24

And as a matter of fact, there's a condition that

25

says, if you don't build this as you propose to us,

And if their intended purpose

cing on the market range hous

Ire not building it as
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1

then we can rescind it, we can rescind the District

2

Boundary Amendment.
Now, I'm not here to poke holes in what

3

4

they're doing and what their good intentions are,

5

but I'm certainly not here to provide housing for

6

the world market when we can't provide housing for

7

our residents.

8

they presented this to the State Land Use Commission

9

was that this -- the intended market for the

And if their intention as they

as

10

residential lots will be Maui residents, then they

11

better price it in a range that our residents can

12

afford.

13

I would like to know, because this was

14

brought up many times when this project was brought

15

to the Council in previous terms, what the overall

16

master plan for Haliimaile is.

17

little plantation camp subdivision that was built

18

expressly for the purpose of plantation workers, so

19

that they would have a

20

like the intention is to build out Haliimaile into a

21

new communit.

22

do, we should see what the overall possibilities

23

are.

24
25

We currently have a

to live.

Now it looks

And if that's what we're

to

And when this was deferred two terms back, it
was deferred for that expressed purpose, to come
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1

back with a master plan for the community so we

2

would know where there's going to be a school, where

3

there's going to be commercial, you know, where are

4

the needs for this community going to be met.

5

are we just building a bedroom community that is

6

going to force people to get out on the highway to

7

do anything, grocery shop,

8

to school, whatever it might be?

9

a new community, we better know where we're going.

10

you know,

Or

take their kids

If we're starting

And even the Planning Department back in 2004

11

made a comment -- the Director made a comment, the

12

Department has informed A & B that it is in the best

13

interest of the community to have this project be a

14

part of the overall master plan,

15

stand-alone project.

16

here is another cookie cutter subdivision.

17

nothing smart growth about this.

18

primarily for offshore buyers.

19

Members,

20

houses that our residents can afford in trade for

21

hous

22

build our infrastructure.

23

rather than a

All we've got in front of us

And it's built
And I myself,

I'm not comfortable with 23

for

There's

from the mainland.

little

didn't

And so I'd like to know if the Plann

24

Department can inform us of what -- you know,

25

I asked this question at the last meeting and I was
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1

given the same cookie cutter answer, Maui Land &

2

Pine owns all the other land.

3

So why can't the two biggest companies on this

4

island who own most of the land get together and

5

give us some kind of idea?

6

comprehensive planning.

7

comprehensively implementing that planning through

8

our zoning decisions.

9

And we all know that.

We talk about

We're supposed to be

So I would like to know if the Planning

10

Department can give us some idea of what the

11

surrounding land, what -- what plans may be in the

12

hopper for the surrounding land in Haliimaile.

13

are we looking at a new community or are we just

14

building more housing, places for people to sleep?

15

Please, Ms. Cua.

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

MS. CUA:

And

Thank you.

Well, currently the community plan does

18

designate some areas for light industrial, business,

19

s

20

still des

21

back in 2004 was written because we did have some

22

discussions with Maui Land & Pine and were made

23

aware of the fact that they are

24

at their lands in that area and they are looking at

25

planning a community in that area as well.

residential, but
ago

The letter that was
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1

we put that letter out to basically ask both A & B

2

and Maui Land & Pine to talk, to, you know, discuss

3

their plans.

4

should be part of the overall community and plan

5

accordingly.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

8

And we did say that we thought A & B

Well, here it is five years later

and we've got nothing.
MS. CUA:

Well, the thing is this application was in the

9

Department from 1998 and was transmitted to this --

10

to the Council in 2000, and what the applicant came

11

back and discussed with the Department is, you know,

12

are talking with Maui Land & Pineapple Company,

13

they have looked at -- or started to consider how

14

the planning can occur; however, A & B was very far

15

ahead in terms of this particular project compared

16

to where Maui Land & Pine was.

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Ms. Cua, has Maui Land & Pine put

forward any applications for anything in Haliimaile?

19

MS. CUA:

No.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

All r

, I think I -- you can
there.

It looks like

21

end the discussion

22

nothing has been done to coordinate any kind of a

23

master plan for bui

24
25

a community in Haliimaile.

And, Mr. Chairman, I'm really uncomfortable
going forward with the first step here with --
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1

without any assurances that there's going to be more

2

in Haliimaile besides an expensive restaurant for

3

the residents' needs.

4

Councils saw the need in getting a master plan for

5

this area before we start giving out zoning, and I

6

don't

7

that that's also a need.

8

doesn't do any good.

9

comprehensive planning, but if we don't actually

And, you know, previous

I would hope that this Council would see
Because, you know, it

We can talk all we want about

10

require it to happen in our decision making with our

11

zoning changes, then it's just talk.
So that's all I have to say right now.

12

I

13

would like to know, actually, if A & B is going to

14

be -- I mean, yeah, if they will be receiving County

15

park credits for their 10-acre park?

16
17
18
19

MS. CUA:

I believe that they could receive park credits.

I mean -COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

You don't know if they're going

to?

20

MS. CUA:

I'm not sure what their

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

MS. CUA:

Was there a

assessment done?

The comments that we have -- we have two letters

23

from the Parks Department, and,

n, this goes

24

back to 1999, and the last letter from them,

25

'99, said that they had suggested a condition and
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1

the condition that they suggested is the condition

2

that is before you today about the applicant working

3

with the Parks Department to -- in the planning of

4

the park, but they did want the site to be graded,

5

grassed, irrigated, and the roadside perimeter

6

landscaped.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

10

Okay, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.

Members, further questions?

Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

This goes back

11

to Member Johnson's question in regards to after 90

12

days what happened.

13

For the Director, do we still follow Chapter

14

2.86 in regards to the rules on affordable housing?

15

MS. LEE:

Yes, Council Member.

However, you can

you

16

can design the condition however you want to.

17

could in your condition for housing eliminate the

18

possibility of any kind of escape clause in an

19

I

You

don't -- we don't general

20

recommend different conditions for different

21

applicants, because we prefer to be consistent with

22

everyone, but if this can move the project

23

it, we wouldn't have any objection to excluding that

24

provision in our housing agreement.

25

don't think the applicant would have any objection,

move

And I really
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1

because I -- there's a great demand for housing and

2

this would be the first time that a subdivision of

3

this size would be developed Upcountry in I don't

4

know how many years.

5

housing for Upcountry in particular.

6

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So there's a huge demand for

Yeah, the way I read the rule is

7

after the first 90 days it goes to the next median

8

income level and it continues on.

9
10
11
12
13

MS. LEE:

Yes.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.

Members,

further discussion before the Chair

14

gives his recommendation?

15

would entertain a motion to pass the revised

16

proposed bill entitled:

17

Amend the Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan and

18

Land Use Map from Single-Family Residential to Park,

19

from Park to

20
21

Hearing none.

The Chair

A Bill for an Ordinance to

Residential, and from

culture to Public/Quasi-Public for Property
Situated at Haliimaile

22

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

So moved.

Been moved

24

second?

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Maui, Hawaii.

Mr. Pontanilla.

Second.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

Second.

Second by Mr. Mateo.

Mr. Pontanilla.

4

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

I yield to the floor.

Again, this is the -- not the zoning.

6

Hearing none.

7

"aye."

All in favor,

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

VOTE: AYES:

11

12
13
14
15

Discussion,

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

signify by saying

Opposed?

Councilmembers Anderson, Hokama,
Johnson, Kane, Mateo, Molina, Vice-Chair
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.
None.
None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
proposed bill.

16

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Motion carried.
Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Ms. Anderson.
I would like to know

21

Community P an

22

should be taken up after the Conditional Z

23

there a reason for that?

24
25

CHAIR CARROLL:

p~endment

the

it seems to me that that

I will defer to the Department.

Is

We've

always done that first before we've done the zoning,
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1

because the zoning is the one where we put the

2

conditions on, et cetera.

3
4

5

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

should be first, but
CHAIR CARROLL:

I can only say that's the way we've always

done it and that's why we did it that way today.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

10

Right, and that's why I think it

All right.

I will consider -- consider looking at

that in the future, though.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, Mr. Chair, since I

11

interrupted you,

12

Corporation Counsel regarding the Community Plan

13

Amendment and asked him -- it was in regard to the

14

7.999 -- 7.9 acre portion of the parcel from Ag to

15

Public/Quasi-Public to accommodate the proposed

16

drainage retention basin.

17

Change in Zoning for that portion of the property,

18

which is currently in Ag.

19

you ever

20

you requested this information

21

response in our binders.

22

Ms. Nakata.

23

MS. NAKATA:

I did want to know, you wrote to

a response?

However, there's no

So I'm

st wondering if

This was June 13th that

P

and I don't see a
Staff

know.

Mr. Chairman, we never received a written

24

response from the Department.

However, the question

25

was posed at the June 15th meeting and responded to
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1

by both Deputy Corporation Counsel Cindy Young as

2

well as I believe the Planner, Ann Cua.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And can you tell us what the

response was?

5

conditional -- I mean a Special Use Permit for the

6

sewage treatment plant?

7

MS. NAKATA:

Do they have to

like a

4

I believe the bottom line was that the

8

Department stated that no Change in Zoning was

9

required for the 7.994 acre portion.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And does that mean a sewage

treatment facility is a permitted use on Ag land?

12

MS. NAKATA:

I believe the planner has a response to that.

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

MS. CUA:

Ms. Cua.

Okay, we did cover this at the last meeting and

15

the -- a sewage treatment plant -- okay, wait a

16

minute.

17

okay, when the -- when the County Agricultural

18

Ordinance was adopted, Chapter 19.30A, it lists

19

minor utility facilities as a permitted use, and the

20

retention basin

I'm just trying to find my part in the

21

ifies as a minor util

but the sewer treatment

did not.

22

It's specifi

23

faci

24

Permit.

25

Permit for that facility, and they recently got that

!

and that

listed as a major util
red a County

cial Use

So they had to get a County Special Use
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extended and --

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

MS. CUA:

You mean the application for it?

Right, because it expired because the

4

application -- what we didn't do -- the mistake that

5

we didn't -- that we did is we didn't tie it to the

6

zoning.

7

and it expired -- well, it was going to expire, but

8

they came in to extend it, but now it's tied to the

9

zoning.

We gave it like a year and -- a year or two

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

The Chair will

12

now entertain a motion to pass the revised proposed

13

bill entitled:

14

Zoning from Interim District to R-l Residential

15

District and PK-1 Neighborhood Park District

16

(Conditional Zoning) for Property Situated at

17

Haliimaile, Maui, Hawaii.

18

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21
22

So moved.
Second.

Been moved

Mr. Molina.
VICE-CHAIR

A Bill for an Ordinance to Change

Mr. Pontanilla

seconded

Discussion, Mr. Pontani la?

PONTru~ILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

You

after

23

much discussion -- and I think the departments

24

well as the Members here along with the developer,

25

came to consensus in regards to the subdivision
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1

itself.

It will be providing some needed affordable

2

housing in Haliimaile, but the conditions that were

3

set during the -- by the Planning Commission also

4

provided some assurance that the developer will be

5

following.
For the community up in Haliimaile, this is

6
7

an added benefit for affordable housing in that

8

area.

9

Thank you,

CHAIR CARROLL:

Chair.

Thank you.

And, Members,

if there's no

10

objection, that motion did include filing.

11

you.

And before I continue on with the Members over

12

here,

I know the Chair has amendments inside here

13

pertaining to affordable housing, but I would hope

14

that the Members would have some discussion on this.

15

Ms. Anderson,

16

Thank

followed by Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I have an amendment I'd like to

17

make, Mr. Chairman, but, you know,

18

you,

19

amendments.

20

until -- until we have our amendments out.

I'm sure

21

there's several amendments that want to be

on

22

the table, and I'll yield to you before I do mine,

23

if you prefer.

24
25

I would yield to

since you've already mentioned that you have

CHAIR CARROLL:

I don't want to discuss the main motion

If any of the Members would like to make

amendments,

I would prefer to have them do that
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before the Chair.

2

COUNCILJV1EMBER ANDERSON:

All right.

Well, then I would

3

move to amend the condition to add Condition 14,

4

that minimum lot size shall be 7,500 square feet.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

Been moved by Ms. Anderson,

7

Ms. Johnson.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

Second.
seconded by

Discussion, Ms. Anderson.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, you

know, it's -- it's great to have good intentions,

10

and Mr. Vicens told us that, you know, due to

11

community wishes -- and I'm sure the expression of

12

concern by many people that they've decided not to

13

go for the 6,000 minimum square lot and will start

14

at 7,500, and I think that we need to put that in as

15

a condition on the zoning so it's deeded against the

16

land so there's no question down the road that these

17

lot sizes will be 7,500 square feet minimum.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Further discussion on the

19

motion to amend?

20

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No, I

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

'm sorry,

Chair.

Mr. Kane.

Oh,

24

microphone.

25

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

ld.
I saw you move your

Chair.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

2

VICE-CHAIR FONTANILLA:

3

Further discussion, Mr. Fontanilla.
Thank you.

I want to add another

condition, Number 15.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We're voting on this one.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

VICE-CHAIR FONTANILLA:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Wait.

Wait, we have a motion on the floor.
Okay,

I'm sorry.

Ms. Johnson.
My question again to the Members,

10

because this is a decision we have to make now,

11

think that Councilmember Anderson made a very good

12

point about whether we're going to include -- since

13

the minimum lot size is 7,500 and because our

14

current ordinances permit ohanas on a lot size I

15

believe that is 7,500 --

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I

Starts at 7,500.
Then I would like at least some

18

clarification or, you know, perhaps some language

19

inserted in this

20

st

e that ohanas could be

21

I mean,

I don t

22

the ordinance allows it, but that somehow I

23

think it's a problem that CC&Rs can differentiate

24

from what the law is.

25

case, everybody,

icular amendment that would
ted.

Because

know if we even have to do that, if
st

Because if that were the

condominium property regime or
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1

community association, everything and then have

2

their own set of laws.

3

law.

4

see how we can go against the law.

And,

I mean, the law is the

And if it says it permits an ohana,

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

MS. CUA:

I don't

I believe Ms. Cua is prepared to answer.

Unless you would place a condition on the Change

7

in Zoning that prohibits ohanas, if you have a lot

8

that is 7,500 square feet,

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
MS. CUA:

ohanas are permitted.

Okay.

They're asking for R-1 residential zoning.

The

11

minimum lot size is 6,000 square feet,

12

what they came in for.

13

square foot lots.

14

if you're saying the minimum lot size shall be 7,500

15

square feet,

16

Residential.

17

was the accessory dwelling ordinance isn't linked to

18

a particular zoning district.

19

lot size, and 7,500 would permit ohanas.

20

you

21

permit ohanas.

22

and that's

They initially wanted 6,000

Essentially if you limit the --

you're actually zoning it R-2
But -- but the point I wanted to make

you

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It's linked to the

if you leave it as is

Yeah, and, Mr. Chair,

23

that is -- for me, anyway,

24

else, but when I hear prices, a 7,000

25

know,

So if
it would

I think that

I can't speak for anyone
or, you

I guess 700,000 plus dollars, the only way
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1

that local people are going to be able to be

2

provided with an opportunity is if they basically go

3

in and utilize the income from an ohana to subsidize

4

their mortgage payment.

5

local people are going to have a chance to get into

6

this market.

That's the only way our

And I appreciate what Councilmember Hokama

7

8

also said, that he was trying to find a creative way

9

or some way where the developer would basically

10

reduce or find some way to increase the density.

11

Well, to me, you know what, if this is the way that

12

we have to do it and provide some housing

13

opportunities for local people as well as rental

14

opportunities, then so be it, and I support that

15

amendment.

16
17

CHAIR CARROLL:

We have a motion on the floor.

discussion?

Further

Mr. Kane.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

So the

20

and that was with what size lots, R-l, so what

21

it,

22
23

24
25

MS. CUA:

Question for the Planning Department.
ion came in for 196 units

nal

6 000 minimum?
It started at 6,000 and I believe it was

to range to upwards -- around 10,000.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So now the amendment on the

floor is to say minimum 7,500, because that would

R~LPH
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1

allow everybody in this place to build an ohana,

2

technically?

3

MS. CUA:

Technically that's correct.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MS. CUA:

Okay.

So you would be potentially doubling the

6

density.

7

just need to be aware of that as well, because I

8

know you also had traffic concerns as well, and that

9

was not something specifically analyzed.

10
11

And the traffic, and, you know -- so you

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And right now -- okay.

Thank you very much.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

Anyone else?

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
Ms. Anderson.

I'd like to get further

14

clarification, Mr. Chairman, from our Corp. Counsel.

15

Because when we had this earlier discussion about

16

CC&Rs, he said it needs to be done on a case-by-case

17

basis.

18

intends to put on this prope

19

units?

20

whether that would be

21

necessary for us to put a

22

to include the ohana unit in the amendment so that

23
24
25

So could you address the CC&Rs that A & B

Can

would prohibit ohana

Counsel give us some idea as to
and if it would be
to amend this amendment

can't override it with CC&Rs?
CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

The question has been posed.

Would you care to answer this?
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MR. GIROUX:

I can attempt to argue it with the caveat

2

that, you know, we would probably have to find a

3

specific case in order to have a firm answer at this

4

point, but we're faced with two -- you know, two

5

dilemmas.

6

have the power to put restrictions on his property.

7
8
9

One is does the -- does the developer

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Specifically restrictions on his

property that contradict the County Code.
MR. GIROUX:

Right.

You know, we have to look at examples

10

of -- in this area he'd also be allowed to build

11

two-story houses that were 30 feet.

12

put the CC&R to say that he will only allow one

13

story houses, that, on its face, we're looking at

14

the same problem.

15

what this Council can do is to fashion its

16

conditions to go in the direction that it wants to

17

go, and that's the extent that we can go now.

18

But as far as -- yeah, as far as

But you also have to take into account all of

19

the representations and

20

and comments from all of the

21

If he were to

s and ramifications
s have most

come with the foresight of that the

22

representation was that they were not going to

23

allow, so that's just something --

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right,

so all the impacts were

assessed according to 148 or 196.
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MS. CUA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

196.
So that does present a problem,

Mr. Chairman.

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.

Just a question, Mr. Chairman.

Yes.
And I think it's relevant to the

8

discussion.

So us having just a boilerplate

9

condition saying that this project shall comply with

10

all State and County -- Federal, State, and

11

County -- you know, whether it's HRS 205 where if

12

they say I

13

have goats or chickens in the CC&Rs but 205 allows

14

it, that I can have goats and chickens, that's the

15

same thing here,

16

which takes precedent, the County Code or the CC&R?

live in an Ag subdivision and I can't

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20
21
22

So, I mean,

Right, exactly.

The County Code, right?

All ri

you

we have a motion on

the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So my question is

Mr. Chairman,

is --

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

I think, in my mind.

Yeah.
Instead of the motion that we

which specifically is saying 7,500 feet -- because
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the intent of it is to allow ohanas.

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

Yeah.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Well

Although this doesn't prevent ohanas

5

because it's a minimum of 7,500.

Currently it's a

6

minimum of 6,000, up to 10,000, which anything over

7

7,500, as according to Ms. Cua, they can build

8

ohanas, according to the Code.

9

trying to figure out if this is

So I'm trying -- I'm
as a policy

10

question with this amendment on the floor,

11

willing to go that far to say, you know,

12

over or I'll -- I'm going to vote no, because I

13

think, hey,

14

for ohana units to be built, and most like

15

smaller units -- or the smaller properties, the

16

6,000 to 7,499 feet are probably going to be the

17

ones, not all the time, but most likely considered

18

for the affordable housing component of this

19

project, which is whether it's going to be 10 or 1

20

am I

7,500 or

6,000 to 10,000 is still going to allow
the

won't allow them to build an ohana unit.

21

,

so you know what

Mr. Chair

I won't

22

be support

23

think that although it has one intention to allow

24

for ohana units on every property that will be

25

carved out of this project,

the amendment on the

loor because I

I think it creates some
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1

unintended consequences as well and I'm not willing

2

to support it.

Thank you.

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Ms. Anderson.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You

5

know, my intention with this amendment was not

6

attaching it to ohana units, as you'll note when I

7

made my amendment.

8

what their stated intention was when they brought

9

this before us, and that their minimum lot size

It was to hold the applicant to

10

would be 7,500 square feet,

11

6,000, which is why we went from 196 units to 148

12

units.

13

are giving them R-l zoning, they could go ahead and

14

use 6,000 square feet for their lots unless we give

15

them a minimum lot size.

16

Members, in making this amendment was to hold them

17

to the 148 lots, 150 lots that they say they will be

18

able to get out of this 45-acre parcel given a

19

minimum lot size of 7,500 square feet,

20

the 600 -- or 6 000 that is current

21
22

rather than 600 -- or

And in order to tie them to that, because we

And that was my intention,

rather than
in their

ion.
So that's my intended purpose behind the

23

amendment is just to 1

24

purported to be their intention.

25

community's wish was.

ize what they have
That's what the

And it's not necessarily tied
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1

to the ohana unit situation, which I think needs

2

more discussion because I'm not so certain that they

3

can't force the buyers not to have ohana units when

4

they buy the lots and sign the CC&Rs.

5

another discussion.

6

amendment is to hold them to the lot -- minimum lot

7

size they said they were going to develop.

8
9
10

CHAIR CARROLL:

My intention behind this

Thank you.

Any further discussion?

have a motion on the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So that's for

We

Ms. Johnson.

I'm going to support the amendment

11

only because I think that it is consistent, as

12

Councilmember Anderson stated, with what was

13

originally proposed, but I also think that if people

14

on the more expensive lots -- and it doesn't say

15

that it can't be 10,000 square feet.

16

not everybody is going to want an ohana unit.

17

That's an assumption that we're all making, but for

18

those individuals where they do want an

19

opportunity -- and it

20

re

stret

So,

I mean,

where

be somet

their dollars and quali

21

and looking at, well

22

have -- it may even be one of the lower income

23

people, it may be one of the

24

affordable.

25

at least by saying that that's the minimum lot size,

what income potential could I

that's buying an

So if it's possible to include an ohana
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1

that is an additional reason why I support it.

2

in my view,

3

anyway,

4

go to the 7,500.

5
6

it gives it more flexibility.

I'm

CHAIR CARROLL:

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

Further

the amendment --

7

9

So,

I'm going to support the amendment to

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

discussion,

So

Chairman.

to the main motion on the floor.

Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER

HOK~~:

Well,

for me,

Chairman,

I'm more

11

concerned about the affordable -- or,

12

going to keep using the term, that residential

13

employee housing component.

14

priority for me than the market development.

15

me,

16

for our residents to purchase that affordable lot.

17

And maybe that extra 1,500 square feet extra

18

requirement is gonna knock them out of there.

19

Because it s a shame that you got to look at a

20

market lot and house and then plan the ohana.

again,

I'm

That has higher
So for

I would rather try and retain as much integrity

21

And who knows

I listen well.

22

been listening to Chairman Greenspan rega

23

interest intently over the last few months.

24

Director Lee is very accurate in more than 1

25

which way interest is gonna go.
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1

now the priority is on that affordability component,

2

whether that be 10, 15, 20,

3

care, you know, the more we can get, the better I am

4

about it.

5

with a potential ohana to make it affordable

6

according to what I'm listening to the discussion.

25 percent, I don't

But it's a shame you got to tie a market

I think we're going the wrong way in how

7

8

we're going to prioritize who can afford what

9

of lot development this project mayor may not bring
I cannot support things that

10

on line, Chairman.

11

continual

12

affordable pricing, and that is lot size.

13

would agree with my colleagues, there's a need for

14

rental housing, but we're talking about the

15

opportunity of purchasing, Chairman,

16

the dream of purchasing and having ownership.

shuts off another component of
Because I

not renting,

So we got to -- we got to start making up our

17
18

minds what is a priority that we want to pursue.

19

Because

20

to

now out of this project I
for and

as much as I

expect on my
can on the

21

abi

22

levels of the purchasing component, then I'm

23

to work hard and get that rental component, but to

24

make rental the first priority before the

25

purchasing, that's not where I come from and what I

~~LPH
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1

grew up with, and I come from a plantation camp that

2

this community was a part of and is from our

3

agricultural history.

4

Chairman, priority of ownership opportunities.

5
6

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

That's more important for me,

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

discussion?

Further

Mr. Molina, followed by Ms. Anderson.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

While I

8

appreciate the intent of the maker of the amendment

9

and we heard her intended reasons why,

I think it

10

just would be opening up the doors to other things,

11

and namely by permitt

12

potential for it you open up the subdivision for

13

more traffic, potentially more noise concerns that

14

could occur.

15

is for families, you know how you have -- in a lot

16

of your subdivisions you have children running

17

around, kids on their bikes, and, you know, you add

18

more traffic in it and a probability that something

19

could

20

the possibilities of il

21

well.

22

caution with this one, Mr. Chairman.

23

appreciate the intent, at this point I cannot

24

support the amendment.

25

more ohanas or the

And if the intent of this subdivision

And in addition to those concerns,

So

CHAIR CARROLL:

I short-term rentals a

'm just sort of erring on the side of

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson.
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COVNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You

2

know,

3

to do with the -- we already got a commitment from

4

Mr. Vicens that the minimum lot size they were going

5

to use was 7,500 square feet and that they were

6

going to build the affordable housing.

7

don't hold them to that lot size, then, yeah,

8

the affordable housing is going to end up being

9

6,000 square feet.

the lot size real

does not have a whole lot

Same price.

So if we
all

It's based on the

10

percent of income and they're tied to low,

11

low-moderate, and moderate.

12

size of the lot, whether it's 6,000 square feet or

13

7,500 square feet,

14

in the overall price of that affordable unit.

15

going to be the size of the house they build.

16

So I don't see how the

is going to make any difference
It's

So, you know, the community wanted a minimum

17

7,500 square feet.

18

that they

19

Members feel that -- you know, that the deve

20

needs the flexibil

21

198 units

22

a denser project,

23

to a minimum lot size, they re going to use what

24

they have for R-l zoning, which is a minimum of

25

6,000 square feet,

I'm just trying to make sure

what they wanted.

f

we're go

stead of 1 8.

But if the other

to end up with

Because if

will.

r

can build

And unless we tie them

and end up with what they started
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1

out with after they went through all this hullabaloo

2

meeting with the community and redesigning their

3

project to meet the community's need or desire,

4

which was not so dense, we want a minimum 7,500

5

square feet.

6

I know it brings up other problems because it

7

allows for ohana units, but I'm all for that.

So

8

I'm sorry if I don't have support from the Members,

9

but I'm just trying to condition what the community

10

wants and what A & B said that they were going to

11

do.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13
14

So thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.

Any further discussion?

have a motion on the floor.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

We

Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you, Chair.

I'm going to be

15

supporting the amendment.

We've gone to site

16

inspection.

17

know, the community had come out and said that they

18

would support a bigger lot size, 7,500 square feet.

19

So I m

20

the community

We've had hearings up Haliimaile.

You

to be supporting the amendment based on

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

on this one here.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.

Final comment, Mr. Chair.

I 11 be

or voting no on the amendment.

23

oppos

24

one of the major factors in property tax assessment

25

is the variable of land value, not the house or the
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1

building value, but the land value.

2

people get charged on and that's what we're dealing

3

with with these double-digit increases in property

4

tax assessments.

5

know,

6

that there's two components to property tax

7

assessment, your building and your land.

8
9

And that's what

We all know -- or most people

and if they don't, now's a good time to know,

And the building is not one that fluctuates
anywhere near what a land value fluctuates at.

And

10

I got this from Wes Yoshioka, who's down at the Tax

11

Department,

12

asked.

13

to find out a little bit more about it.

14

specifically because if you have a 2,400 square foot

15

house next to a 1,400 square foot house, are they

16

going to get

17

comparable?

18

was no, they're not, because they're not comparable

19

facilities or bui

20

And so if you have land assessments that go up

21

about an hour ago.

That's why I

I

called him and

left the room, because I

wanted

And

are they going to be considered
And the answer is

the short answer

However, the land will be.

no matter if you have a small, little house

22

or a

23

be comparable because it's all in the same area.

24
25

he

mansion on it, the land

much "viII

So in this case one of the unforeseen
consequences, in my mind, is that although A & B
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1

came in originally for six to 10,000 square feet,

2

and it's right on page 2 of the original application

3

that we got back in October of 2000, and they made

4

adjustments to go a little bit larger, I don't see

5

them going either 148 or 196.

6

and package this thing -- you know, I don't see it

7

as black and white as that.

8

square feet, which is an R-l Residential application

9

which is what we have on the floor as part of the

They're going to try

And I think the 6,000

10

main motion, if we're going to go to 7,500, we might

11

as well be doing an R-2 Residential District, then,

12

and that's not what's before us.

13

Residential application before us.

14

We have an R-1

So I just see too many inconsistencies in

15

having this amendment on the floor.

16

positions of the Members who will be support

17

I don't support it.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Hearing none.

20

main motion

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23
24

said aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS:

it.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

19

I respect the

Further discussion?

All in favor of the amendment to the
signi

Raise your hands

"aye."

se

all those that

All those opposed.
No.

25
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VOTE: AYES:

2

NOES:

3

EXC. :

4

ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

5

MOTION FAILED.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

8
9

Councilmembers Anderson, Johnson, and
Vice-Chair Pontanilla.
Councilmembers Hokama, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, and Chair Carroll.
Councilmember Tavares.
None.
None.

Motion fails.

Three ayes.

Back to the main motion.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair,

Mr. Kane.

I move to amend the main

motion by inserting in Number 14 of the conditions,

10

and it would read,

11

shall be constructed within the project to

12

accommodate pick up and drop off of school

13

children."

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16
17

"that at least two bus shelters

Second.

Been moved by Mr. Kane,

Mr. Molina.

seconded

Discussion, Mr. Kane?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No further discussion.

I think the

18

comments of the Captain made it evident, and this

19

doesn't -- this amendment doesn't in no way restrict

20

the applicant of placement.
that

21

I think that's

can work through with the
nts to

where the best

22

relevant

23

placement of some bus shelter facilities within the

24

project, and providing for at least two, because of

25

the size of the project, and I think Mr. Vicens
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1

acknowledged of having children -- all of them

2

walking up to the top where the park would be, that

3

you could place them strategically to accommodate

4

the -- most of the kids in the neighborhood, and

5

would also allow for two stops so the bus doesn't

6

have to turn around in one area and -- anyway,

7

can go right through the community and pick up kids

8

as it needs to.

9

would enhance the quality of the project.

10
11

it

So I think this is something that
Thank

you.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Further discussion?

Hearing none.

All

12

those in favor of the amendment to the main motion,

13

signify by saying "aye."

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

VOTE: AYES:

17

18
19
20

21
22
23

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Opposed?

Councilmembers Anderson, Hokama,
Johnson, Kane, Mateo, Molina, Vice-Chair
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.
None.

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
APPROVE amendment to main motion.

ACTION:
CHAIR CARROLL:

Motion carried.

Members, at this time it is 5:00

24

Ms. Lee is going to have to leave us.

25

questions for Ms. Lee?

0

clock.

Are there any

And after that I'm going to
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2

call for a recess.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Ms. Anderson.
Since we -- I just want a

3

confirmation on the record that she's going to be

4

requiring 15 percent no matter how many units they

5

build; is that correct?

6

MS. LEE:

That's what we were recommending.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

MS. LEE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Recommending to who?

To you, the Council.
Well, then we better put a

condition in here that says

10

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

Ms. Lee?

15

the affordable housing while she is still here, I

16

think that might be advantageous if everyone is

17

willing to wait a little while to go on the break.

Okay, thank you.

Members, anybody else have anything for
And we are -- unless you want to address

objection to addressing affordable housing as an

18

amendment at this time?

19

Ms. Lee

20

can you

with us for a few more

minutes?

21

22

MS

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

I'm ready to give one.

LEE:

Yes.
Thank you.

Mr. Kane.

Mr. Chair, if there's no other Member

that has any specific language to propose as an
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1

amendment for affordable housing,

2

propose some language.

3

amendment would read:

4

for 15 percent, I've injected, or 25 units,

5

whichever is greater, of the proposed total units to

6

be affordable to those earning between 100 and 120

7

percent of median income.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10
11

I'd like to

Inserting Number IS, the
The applicant shall provide

Second.

Been moved by Mr. Kane, seconded by

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Discussion, Mr. Kane.
Mr. Chair, in this case I -- one of

12

my concerns, as one of nine of the Members of your

13

Committee, I had a concern about the original

14

application coming in at 196 and then going down to

15

146 and that impact of affordable -- the number of

16

affordable units.

17

throughout the item here in our binders that shows

18

that I believe Ms. Lee did respond to the applicant

19

at 15 percent -- or excuse me, at 10 percent of 150

20

that would have been specifical

21

then as Ms. Lee stated on record at the last meeting

22

at Hannibal Tavares and was acknowledged with a

23

letter by Mr. Vicens to Ms. -- to

24

you acknowledging the statements that Ms. Lee made

25

of 15 percent that comes out to 23 units if the

There is some communication

15 units.

And

I believe to
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project only ends up having 148 units.

2

It might be quite arbitrary to include two

3

more units,

and that's why I have the or 25 units,

4

whichever is greater, but, again, I think this body

5

has demonstrated that we want to get as many

6

affordable units as possible without creating too

7

much of a burden to the applicant.

8

the 15 percent on the low end would be 23 units, on

9

the high end it would come out to 30 units, and

And therefore,

10

adding an additional two units, so just rounding it

11

to a number of 25, or 15 percent, whichever is

12

greater, would be my request for the body's

13

consideration of affordable units in this project.

14

I yield the floor, Chair.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Kane,

I believe in the original

16

discussion, which I wasn't there, it was proposed

17

earnings between 100 and 120 percent of the U.S.

18

Department of Housing and Urban Development median

19

income for the affordable

20

Ms. Lee about that?

21
22

MS. LEE:

Mr. Chair

ion.

Could I ask

Councilmember Kane

much

what I said at the community center.

He

23

just added two more, but the breakdown was the same,

24

so many at 100 percent of median and so many at 120

25

percent of median.
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1

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Anderson.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You

3

know,

I think we -- welve got to be careful because

4

the State Land Use Commission put a condition for

5

affordable housing for low,

6

moderate income residents,

7

people making 50 to 80 percent of the median income

8

for the low range.

9

them by our condition.

low-moderate, and
and that would include

And I don't think we can exclude

10

them.

11

HCDCH, who is charged with working out the

12

conditions of this affordable housing requirement

13

with the County of Maui, they will see that as our

14

decision to override the Land Use Commission's

15

requirement for low income housing for the 80

16

percentile median income worker.

17

we should be doing that.

18

for them as much as we provide for the 100 and 120

19

percent.

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21
22

So, you know,

I think we need to include

if we pass this condition, then

And I don't think

I think we should provide

Are you

an amendment to the

amendment to the main motion?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thanks for the suggestion.

23

I would like to propose an amendment to the

24

amendment to the main motion and include low,

25

low-moderate, and moderate.

Yes,

I mean, Mr. Kane used
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1

actual percentile, so I'm going to switch and use

2

what he used and include 80 percent and below.

3

said 120 [sic] to 120 percent; is that correct,

4

Mr. Kane?

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

Yes.

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11
12

I would like to 80 to 120

percent, amend it to read 80 to 120 percent.

8

10

He

CHAIR CARROLL:

We have a motion by Ms. Anderson.
Second for discussion.

A second by Ms. Johnson.

Discussion,

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, I mean, if we're gonna be

13

providing affordable housing and our primary

14

objective, Members, in affordable housing

15

reason we get HUD funding to the State and the

16

counties is to provide for low and low-moderate

17

income people, and those are people 100 percent and

18

below the median income.

19

hous

20

because we

21

but our income is not increasing, you know, to

22

offset that -- that skyrocketing climb in

23

And our housing

the

our

prices are skyrocketing off the charts
to the world real estate market

So, you know, it may not sound appealing that

24

low and low-moderate income people should be

25

affordable housing.

Come on, what are we doing this
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1

for?

2

70,

3

80 to 100 percentile median income people, we're

4

leaving out a whole lot of Mauians that deserve the

5

dream of home ownership.

6

my logic in this.

7

required it, so why don't we require it?

We're doing it for people who aren't making
80,

$90,000 a year.

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So if we don't include the

So I hope the Members see

I mean State Land Use Commission

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Ms. Johnson.

I think we have to be consistent

10

with what the State Land Use Commission put in as

11

the condition.

12

their recommendation was, plus I -- and I don't know

13

this for a fact, but I

14

employees who work, you know, for the company, you

15

know, for HC&S, many of those people are in that

16

bracket, the very bracket that we're talking about.

17

So for me to exclude some of the same people

I don't see us going against what

would think that the very

18

that are employees of the company that's proposing

19

this

20

rea

21

I

unfair.

just would feel that that would be
And I

cost shift

realize this is

ng to

because if

have some

22

lower house prices, then some of the other

23

who

24

pay for it, but you know what,

25

to be consistent with what the State Land Use

the other units are go
I
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1

Commission put in, and I don't think we should be

2

jumping around.

3

Land Use Commission did on that basis.

4
5

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

So I'll just support what State

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

discussion?

Further

Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you very much, and

7

I'll be supporting Member Anderson's amendment.

I

8

think everybody deserves the same opportunities for

9

home ownership, and by also adding the 80 percent I

10

think that is a lot

11

people who primarily are looked at as only renters.

12

I think the whole thrust of providing affordable

13

housing is do just that, give everybody the same

14

opportunity to own a home in Maui County.

15

be supporting Member Anderson's amendment.

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

offers a lot more for these

So I will

Mr. Kane.

I have a question for Ms. Lee.

Proceed.
Thank you.

Ms. Lee, can you clarify

20

comments I think you made earlier

21

think it was in a

22

make between 50 and 80 percent are the ones that we

23

look at

24

make comment on that?

25

have from 80 percent to 100 percent in this

meet

not

I

e who

that

ly for the rental market?

Can you

And specifically to this, we
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1

amendment to the amendment that's on the floor.

2

those people -- and if you can break down to what

3

the numbers would be on the cost of the house at

4

today's rates, what those houses would cost in this

5

project.

6

MS. LEE:

Are

Someone earning 80 percent of median income

7

would make approximately 49,000, and the sales price

8

would be about $204,000.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
MS. LEE:

204,OOO?

Right, and in answer to the other part of your

11

question, yes,

12

generally speaking those earning 80 percent or below

13

of median income are more suited to the rental

14

market mainly because they don't have sufficient

15

down payment so -- or the -- many times the -- the

16

salary to justify a mortgage of 200 and -- well,

17

depending what the down payment is, let's say

18

$180,000, it's just difficult at that range.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

Ms. Lee.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I did say at the last meeting that

Mr. Chair

fina

questi.on for

Proceed.
So, Ms. Lee, because Anderson's

23

amendment to the amendment doesn't speci

24

breakdown of the percentage of the homes going to

25

the breakdown of 80 to 120, do you have a policy
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1

that you have to follow or some guidelines based on

2

if this were to pass for 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120,

3

is there a breakdown of the -- and let's use 25

4

houses, is it going to be five each?

5

some guideline that you follow?

6

MS. LEE:

No, we don't.

You folks have

We -- I had recommended if it --

7

if the number was going to be 15 percent, I

8

recommended 10 percent at 100 percent of median

9

income and 5 percent at 120.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You would rely on guidance from this

11

body to provide you with guidance on that, since the

12

motion's on the floor?

13

MS. LEE:

Yes.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Also, I think something else

15

was brought up about the timing, the 80 percent

16

units would be offered for a time frame and if the

17

units that were available are not I guess qualified

18

for within a certain time, then it would go up to

19

the next level; is that how it works or can you
some additional comment there?

20
21

MS. LEE:

that's how it works

Ye s ,

but I

22

believe the discussion earlier was in opposition to

23

that pol

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

And so in this case,

again, because we don't have guidance, what would
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1

you be relying on from this body,

2

amendment that we're moving forward as a Condition

3

of Zoning?

4

MS. LEE:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, we'll rely on your guidance.
Okay, thank you.

Thank you,

I'm done.

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

since it's our

Ms. Anderson.
Yeah,

I -- you know,

I'd

st

like to remind Members that we put close to half a

10

million dollars in the first-time home buyers

11

program.

12

there's assistance out there to help them.

13

shouldn't just be relying on developers to build

14

housing that everybody can afford within the -- the

15

defined parameters of what's low and very low

16

income.

17

So the people who are 80 percent or below,

As I said, HUD funding was developed to

18

assist low and low-moderate income people.

19

don't include

20

dis

21

programs out there that could

22

down

23

We

I think we're be
There's

and poss
s.

So if we

of assistance
them

their

even meet their mortgage

There's lots of programs out there.

And

24

unless we give it a shot, we're never going to know

25

if we can get people who are making $50,000 into a
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1

house that they can own.

2

a family of two -- I mean for a family of four with

3

two parents working.

4

doable, and I want to give them a shot.

5
6

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

motion on the floor?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

And that, mind you, is for

So I think it's totally

Any further discussion for the
Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you, Chair,

just a question

8

for the Director in regards to the home program.

9

How much money do we receive and how many people are

10

on the waiting list?

11

MS. LEE:

For the first-time home buyers program?

12

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

13

MS. LEE:

Yes.

We -- we receive funding from the Federal

14

government, HUD, and we grant monies to Lokahi

15

Pacific to run the first-time home buyers program,

16

and it fluctuates from year to year what they're

17

able to, you know, grant to others.

18

anywhere from 200 to $450,000 in first-time home

19

buyers monies, and usual

20

per applicant.

21

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

22

you know?

23

MS. LEE:

Do

It s not a large one.

24

I'm not sure.

25

people on the wait list.

It runs

the maximum is $15,000

have a wait

list

if

I think we may have --

I can check -- something like 30
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So our home -- first homeowner --

first-time home buyer program could really help in
3

regards to this particular program?

4

MS. LEE:

5

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

Yes.

Thank you.

Motion on the floor.

Further

discussion?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

Okay, thank you.

Chairman.

Mr. Mateo.

COVNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, if appropriate, I'd like

11

to make an amendment to one of the items listed in

12

Mr. Kane's amendment.

13

percent, and I'd like to amend that to 20 percent.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane identifies 15

Mr. Chair, a

point of order.

Mr. Kane.
We're already at -- we're already at

17

the limit of -- on the amendments.

18

amendment to the amendment already with

19

Ms. Anderson, so we have to vote on that first.

20

CR~IR

CARROLL:

Yes

We're at the

if Mr. Mateo wants to address that

21

he'll have to address that after this

22

voted on.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

discussion?

ion is

Hearing none.

further

All those in favor to
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the motion on the floor,

2

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4

VOTE: AYES:

5

NOES:

6

EXC. :

7

ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

8

MOTION FAILED.

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

MS. NAKATA:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

MS. NAKATA:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

MS. NAKATA:

15

signi

by saying "aye."

Please raise your hands.

Opposed?

Councilmembers Anderson, Johnson, Mateo,
and Molina.
Councilmembers Bokama, Kane, Vice-Chair
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
Councilmember Tavares.
None.
None.

Motion -- motion fails,

four ayes.

Okay.

Excuse me, Chair.
Back to the --

Mr. Chair.
Pardon?

The Chair's vote?

I'm sorry.

The Chair's

vote on the amendment?

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

The Chair voted no.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

RECESS:

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Yes, that's why.

Can we have a roll call, please?

Roll call has been requested.
Chairman.

Chairman.

Yes.
Recess,

Recess?

e.

Short recess.

(Gavel) .

5:21 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
(Gavel).

Members, we're reconvening the
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1

Land Use meeting of June 27th, 2005.

2

hour is late.

3

of all, I would like to accept public testimony on

4

the second agenda item, and secondly, recess this

5

meeting until Thursday at 1:30 p.m., since Parks

6

meeting is cancelled.

7

amendments that I feel are rather complex and we

8

would like to get the projector over here so we'll

9

have the wording and it will be much clearer.

I realize the

I would like to do two things.

We have several other

10

really don't like keeping everybody this late.

11

realize some of us need places to go.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

First

Thank you, Chair.

And I
I

Mr. Kane.

If I can have the

13

roll calIon the previous vote, please, so that we

14

can have that on the record.

15
16
17
18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

motion on the floor -COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

23
24
25

Could we repeat the motion,

Mr. Chairman?

19

22

The roll call, I will call the

All ri

The maker of the motion was -Councilmember Anderson.

I can't even remember who the maker of the

motion was.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane, could you

e

Yeah, the amendment to the amendment

was to change from 100 and 120 to 80 to 120
CHAIR CARROLL:

80 to 120.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Thank you.

All right, roll call.

3

those in favor of the motion -- excuse me,

4

Ms. Anderson?

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

All

Aye.
Oh, we're taking a vote?

Aye.

Ms. Johnson?
Aye.

Mr. Kane?

COUNCILMEf:.1BER HOKAMA:

Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

11

vote has been taken.

12

requires you to consider an appeal of your decision,

13

but the vote is done.

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

You made a ruling.

The

Procedure

For an appeal of the

15

decision -- and I must admit,

16

parliamentary procedure for this, since I have never

17

done it.

18

MS. NAKATA:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

MS. NAKATA:

21
22
23

24
25

I am weak on the

Excuse me, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kane.
has the

I believe the Committee

roll available, the vote.
MS. FRIAS:

have the vote, I have the vote taken -- who

voted aye and who voted no.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:
voted where.

That's all I'm asking for is just who
That's all, Mr. Chairman.
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1

CHAIR CARROLL:

2

MS. FRIAS:

Could you please read it off.

There were four ayes and four noes on the

3

motion.

4

Mike Molina, Michelle Anderson.

5

Council Chair -- Council -- Committee Chair Carroll,

6

Councilmember Kane, Pontanilla, and Mr. Hokama, and

7

excused is Charmaine Tavares, so four to four.

The ayes were Jo Anne Johnson, Danny Mateo,

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

The noes were

That's all I wanted.

Thank you.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

So it failed as a tie vote.

All right, so right now, at this point in

12

time, the main motion is on the floor.

13

the amendment to the main motion is on the floor.

14

All right, let us leave it at that at this moment.

15

All right, Members, is there any objection to

16

recessing this meeting till Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in

17

these Chambers?

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

this st

20

Thurs

21
22
23

CHAIR CARROLL:
meet

Any objection?
Member

Wait, no,

Mr. Molina.

Mr. Carroll, let me get

, so we're

to recess till

:30 on

?

Right.

The Parks have cancelled their

and so that time slot is open.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Just for the body's

24

information, I will have to leave.

25

commitment that day, so --
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CHAIR CARROLL:

We shall try to be swift.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, I

just wanted to make it

5

clear that we'll be recessed following the testimony

6

on the next agenda item.

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

ITEM NO.

41:

That is correct.
Thank you.

Any objections?

Hearing none.

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR "MAUl OCEAN BREEZES
BED & BREAKFAST" (HAIKU) (C.C. No. 02-99)

11
12

CHAIR CARROLL:

The second item, LU-41, Conditional Permit

13

for Maui Ocean Breezes Bed & Breakfast, I

14

open public testimony on that item.

15

MS. NAKATA:

Ms. Nakata.

Yes, Mr. Chair, we have three individuals

16

signed up to testify on Item 41.

17

Dantes, to be followed by Anjali DeSure.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

minute to conclude, and

20

microphone.

22
23
24

MR. DANTES:

The first is David

All right, you have three minutes and one

19

21

will now

ase say your name at the

Just for clarification

you said three

minutes and then one minute additional to conclude?
CHAIR CARROLL:

You have three minutes and one minute to

conclude.

25
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1

2

.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

MR. DANTES:

Thank you.

Good evening, everyone.

My name

3

is David Dantes,

and I'm here in my capacity as

4

President of the Maui Vacation Rental Association.

5

Our association supports passage and approval of

6

this Conditional Use Permit.

7

which I would like to bring to your attention, and

8

if I don't have time to cover them all complete

9

I'm requesting and hoping that some Member or

I have three points

10

Members of the Committee may question me before I

11

take a seat so that there may be some more complete

12

dialogue on the issues.

13

The first question has to do with whether or

14

not the use of a second farm dwelling in the Ag

15

District can be permitted by the County, and I

16

believe that question has already been answered

17

the Planning Commission.

18

has approved a State Special Permit after reviewing

19

The Planning Commission

from the Land Use Commission.

The Planning

20

Commission has the authority and responsibility to

21

enforce HRS 205 on behalf of the State when a

22

project

23

guess what I'm s

24

already accepted the kuleana for evaluating whether

25

or not this permit is consistent with the intent of

size is less than 15 acres.
is the PI
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1

the State Ag law, and they've concluded that it is

2

and they've recommended accordingly.

3

The second issue has to do with whether or

4

not we should say no to the use of a second farm

5

dwelling for short-term rental,

6

dwelling available for urgently needed long-term

7

rental for local residents.

8

about that.

9

This is a permanent -- a family who are permanent

10

residents of Maui County, and they intend to keep

11

this as their home.

12

home ownership.

13

why they want to use the second farm dwelling for

14

short-term rental is that a long-term rental would

15

not meet their financial needs.

16

hoping to make that

I would say two things

The first is these are local residents.

They have realized the dream of

But I'm assuming that the reason

So if you deny them this permit, in effect I

17

believe what the -- what you will be accomplishing

18

is to displace someone who already has housing they

19

can afford in the hope of making hous

20

to someone else.

21

resale value of their property

22

million now

23

person who buys that may not be interested in

24

a local family 1

25

not need supplemental income from long-term rental.

available

That may not come true because the
be around $1.5

way, way more than

in their ohana, or
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1

So please think carefully and sensitively about the

2

effect that your decision may be having on the

3

ability of these people to make ends meet.

4

And the third point is a matter of public

5

policy, which is how should you treat an applicant

6

who comes forward,

7

the risk of being put out of business not because

8

somebody issued a complaint and forced them to --

identifies themselves, and takes

9

MS. NAKATA:

Three minutes.

10

MR. DANTES:

Thank you.

I'll conclude in a minute.

-- but because their values were that they

11
12

would rather work with the County and become legal

13

and be fair players in our community.

14

send a message that the people who step forward,

15

there's something vulnerable or controversial about

16

their permit, it will be denied?

17

doesn't help me in my job to persuade the rest of

18

the members of our organization to stand up and be

19

counted and be taxed and be responsible.

20

to you is to

21

permit and approve it.

22

attention.

23
24

25

CHAIR CARROLL:
testifier?
MS. NAKATA:

Should we

That certainly

So my

se open your hearts to this
And thank you for your

Thank you.

questions for the

Hearing none.

Thank you.

Ms. Nakata.

Mr. Chair, the next testifier is Anjali
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DeSure,
MS. DeSURE:

to be followed by Peter Cahill.
Hi.

I'm Anjali DeSure, and my husband,

3

Kenneth DeSure, and my children, Pearl and Ariel

4

DeSure, are very appreciative of your precious time

5

and grateful for this opportunity.

6

years ago I came before this Council to get a bed

7

and breakfast permit for Maui Ocean Breezes for two

8

units under my property, and you were kind enough to

9

give me a five-year permit.

10

Four and a half

I was thrilled when I

walked out.
My cottage, which is also -- I decided to use

11
12

as a short-term rental because in order to compete

13

with everyone in Haiku and around where people

14

are -- all these renting stand-alone cottages, and

15

of course the added expense of becoming legal,

16

me, which translated into a lot of dollars, in order

17

for it to make business sense I had to also start

18

renting the stand-alone cottage in order to be able

19

to

20

rent

21

any business, because eve
stand-alone cot
five

more.

not two

And so, therefore, I

an amendment four years ago to

23

cottage in my permit.

25

around me is

s, not one

22

24

for

in

e include my

That was four years ago, and while I didn't
hear anything, meanwhile my next door neighbor just
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1

sued me saying that I have a permit to do only two

2

rentals and I'm doing three.

3

It's -- you know, I dotted all my I's and crossed

4

all my T's and I waited four years for you to hear

5

me to add my cottage to my original permit, and the

6

Maui Planning Commission has approved it.

7

Department of Agriculture on Oahu has approved it.

8

I jumped all the hoops I was told to jump.

So that's my story.

The

And I very respectfully wanted -- also I

9

10

would like to add one thing, that it's -- talk

11

about

a lot has been talked about affordability

12

here.

I am providing affordable tourism, 50 percent

13

of the guests that come and stay with me are

14

relatives of people living in Haiku, Paia, Makawao,

15

because of my prices and what I provide.

16

affordable tourism is what I provide.

17

So in deed

And I'm also actively doing ag on my land.

18

Six years ago when we purchased the property it was

19

just pineapple and the land is just hard to work

20

with

21

and papayas and bananas and also lavender and

22

Mexican oregano that's doing good, but t

23

lot of nurtu

24

to write home about.

25

MS. NAKATA:

but now we have a lot of citrus and coconut

still.

And my ag income is nothi

Three minutes.
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1

MS. DeSURE:

Made about $500.

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

3

testifier?

4

Ms. Nakata.

5
6

7

MS. NAKATA:

Thank you.

Any questions for the

Seeing none.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Chair, the last testifier signed up is

Peter Cahill.
MR. CAHILL:

Good afternoon.

Mr. Chair,

I am an attorney

8

here in town and I actually represent the DeSure

9

family in the lawsuit that their neighbor has

10

brought against them arising out of the vacation

11

rental.

12

other person sued them because he claims she only

13

has the right to operate one bed and breakfast, when

14

in fact the County Council passed an ordinance back

15

in 2001, they have the legal right to operate two,

16

and this person is complaining about it.

And Anjali actually made a mistake, the

I've gone through the volumes of material.

17
18

Anjali was before the Planning Department I think it

19

was in

20

and the P

21

assure you 100 percent

22

eve

23

pay their taxes and to pay what's owed the County

24

and whomever else.

25

take that into account.

1 of 2002 when the Planning Department
Commission

it.

I can't

but these folks have done

ng possible to be in legal compliance and to

So I would ask the Council to
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1

There's a lot of people out in that Haiku

2

area who have not gone through the trouble that

3

these folks have and they agonize over it.

4

that's real

5

rest of us for all of the illegal operations.

6

she's tried to comply.

7

everything, and I would ask for your sincerest

8

consideration and approve this request.

9
10
11

CHAIR CARROLL:
sir.

And

unfair to them, and it's unfair to the

Thank you.

So

They've gone through

Thank you.

Any questions -- one moment,

Ms. Anderson.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you for coming.

You say

12

that her neighbor is suing her for something that

13

really has no merit because she is permitted for two

14

uses?

15

MR. CAHILL:

Yes.

That's only part of it, believe me.

16

There's a lot more that goes on in one of these

17

lawsuits.

18

chickens.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

21

For example, there were arguments over

about
MR. CAHILL:

No, he's not

So

her ne

is not

vacation rentals next door?
about her vacation rental.

22

He s not

about the i

ion

23

immediately adjacent on the east

boundary in

24

which a house is being rented for thousands and

25

thousands of dollars a week or a month or whatever
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it is.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And does he have a vacation

rental on his property?
MR. CAHILL:

According to Anjali he used to and he has

5

operated vacation rentals on any other number of

6

lots he owned in the subdivision.

7

the property that he's currently developing.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10

Not current

on

Okay, thank you.

Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Anjali stated that she had

11

paid I think all of her taxes,

12

been paid on her existing vacation rental; is that

13

correct?

14

15
16

MR. CAHILL:

so the GET taxes have

That's something that I would ask her to

address, but I believe so.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, and then with regard to

17

the -- all of the -- I guess the various elements

18

that have been required, she has met with the State

19

of

iculture and they've deemed that 51

20

percent of her land is in use?

21

wouldn't ob

22
23
24

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr

Chair, if you

I would like to ask --

Please identi

yourself at the

microphone.
MS. DeSURE:

Yes, Colleen Suyama, my Planner, has that in

her file,

the letter from the Department of
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1

Agriculture from Oahu who -- they don't approve

2

everyone.

3
4

You know, they had denied others.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

compliance with the State Land Use laws under HRS

5

MS. DeSURE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

MR. CAHILL:

Yes, Ms. Johnson.

Thank you.

Any further questions?

Thank you.

.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

MS. NAKATA:

13

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

9

12

So that you are, in their view, in

Ms. Nakata.

Mr. Chair, no one else has signed up to

testify on this item.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Is there anyone in the Chamber that wishes

14

to give testimony on this agenda item?

15

Public testimony on this item is closed.

Seeing none.

Members, this Committee -- Land Use

16

Co~mittee

17

will recess until Thursday, June 30th, 2005 at 1:30

18

p.m. in these Chambers.

19

recess.

20

RECESS:

This meeting now stands in

(Gavel) .

5:48 p.m.

21
22

23
24

25
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5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17
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18
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